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INTRODUCTORY LETTER.

]y[Y DEAR PUELISIIER,-! did promise to write a.
Introduction to these charming papers ; but an In-

troduction,-.vhat is it ?-a sort of ,n/asf.er, put unon
the face of a building for look's sake, and usually kt
—very flat. Sometimes it may be called a cari/atid, which
IS, as I understand it, a cruel device of architecture repre-
senting a man or a woman, obliged to hold up upoil his or
her head or shoulders a structure which they did not
build, and which coulfl stand just as well without as with
them. But an Introduction is more ai)t to be a pillar
such as one may see in Baalbec, standing up in the air all
alone, with nothing on it, and with nothing for it to do.

But an Introductory Letter is different. Inhere is in
that no formality, no assumption of function, no awkward
propriety or dignity to be sustained. A letter at the open-
ing of a book may be only a footpath, leading the curious
to a favorable point of observation, and then leaving them
to wander as they will.

Sluggards have been sent to the ant for wisdom • but
writers might better be sent to the spider,--not because he
works aU night, and watches all day, but because he works
unconsciously. He dare not even bring his work before
his own eyes, but keeps it behind him, as if too much
knowledge of wha ne is doing would spoil the delicacr
and modesty of one's work.

Almost all graceful and fanciful work is born like a
dream, that — • i .

les noiselessly, and tarries silently, and
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goew as a bubble bursts. And yet somewliere work must

come in,—real, well-coiifiidered work.

Innesa (the best American puinter of Nature in her

moods of real human feeling) once said, "No man can do

any thing in art, unless he has inbiitionH ; but, between

whiles, oue must work hard in collecting the materials out

of which intuitions are made." The truth cuuld not he

hit off better. Knowledge is the soil, and intuitions are

the fiowors which gi-ow up out of it. The soil must ^o

well enriched and worked.

It is very plain, or will he to those who read these pa-

pers, now gathered up into this hook, as into a chariot for

a race, that the author has long employed his eyes, his ears,

and his understanding, in ohserving and considering the

facts of Nature, and in Aveaving curious analogies. Being

an editor of one of the oldest daily newsjiapers in New-

England, and ohliged to iill its columns day after day (as

the village mill is obliged to render every day so many
sacks of flour or of meal to its hungry customers), it natur-

ally occurred to him, "Why not write something which I

myself, as well as my readers, shall enjoy ? The market

gives them facts enough
;

politics, lies enough ; art, affec-

tations enough ; criminal news, horrors enough ; fashion,

more than enough of vanity upon vanity, and vexation of

purse. Why should they not have some of those wander-

ing and joyous fancies which solace my hours V
The suggestion ripened into execution. Men and wo-

men read, and wanted more. These garden letters began

to blossom every week ; and many hands were glad to

gather pleasure from them. A sign it was of wisdom. In

our feverish days, it is a sign of health or of convalescence

that men love gentle pleasure, and enjoyments that do not

rush or roar, but distil as the dew.

The love of rural life, the kabit of finding enjoyment in
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fa.niliar things that suscoptihility to Natur. which keeps
h'> nerve gently thrilled in her hunu-Iiest nooks and byher commonest soun.ls, is worth a thousan,! fortunes ofmoney, or its e(|uivalents.

Every book which interprets tlu, secret lore of fields ami
ganlens, every essay that brings men nearer to the un.ler-
standnig of the mysteries which every tree whispers, everybrc^k murmurs, every weed, even, hints, is a contrilnition
to the wealth and the happiness of our kind. And if thehues of the writer shall be traced in ,uaint characters, andbe hlled with a grave humor, or break out at times intomernment, dl this will be no presu, option against their
wiHdon. or lus goodness. Is the oak h,ss strong and tough
because the mosses ami weather-stains s(,ick in all manner
of grotesque sketches along its bark ? Now, truly, onomay not learn from this little book either .livinity or hor-
ticulture

;
but if he gets a , ure happiness, an.l a tendency

repeat the happiness from the simple stores of Nature,
be wdl gam from our friend's garden what Adam lost in
his, and what neither philosophy nor divinity has always
been able to restore.

^

Wherefore, thanking you for listening to a former let-
ter which begged you to consider whether these curious
and ingenious papers, that go winding about like a half-
trodden path between the garden and the field, might not
be given in book-form to your mui ion readers, I remain
yours to command in everything but the writing of an In-
troduction,

HENHY WARD HEECHER.
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BY WAY OF DEDICATION.

MY DEAR POLLY,—Whon a few of these papers

had appeared in "The Courant," I was encouraged

to continue them by hearing that tliey had at least one

reader who read them with the serious mind from

which alone profit is to he expected. It was a maiden

lady, who, T am sure, was no more to blame for her single-

ness than for her age ; and she looked to these honest

sketches of experience for that aid which the professional

agricultural papers could not give in the management of

the little bit of garden which she called her own. She

may have been my only disciple ; and I confess that the

thought of her yielding a simple faith to what a gainsay-

ing world may have regarded with levity has contributed

much to give an increased practical turn to my reports of

what I know about gardening. The thought that I had

misled a lady, whoso age is not her only singularity, who

looked to me for advice wliich should be not at all the

fanciful product of the Garden of Gull, would give me

great pain. I trust that her autumn is a peaceful one, and

undisturbed by cither the humorous or the satirical side of

Nature.

You know tliat this attempt to tell the truth about one of

the most fascinating occupations in the world has not been

without its daugers. I have received anonymous letters.

Some of them were uiurderously spelled ; otliers were

missives iu such elegant phrase and dress, that danger was

only to be apprehended in th. -.n by one skilled in the mys-

{ I
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tents of inediieval poisoning, when doath How on tlic wings
of a perfume. One lady, whose entreaty that I should
pause had something of command in it, wrote that my
•trictures on "pusley" had so inflamed her husband's zeal,

that, in her absence in the country, he had rooted up all

her beds of portulaca (a sort of cousin of the fat weed),
and utterly cast it out. It is, ]iow(;ver, to be expected,
that retril)utive Justice would visit the innocent as well as
the guilty of an offending family. This is only another
proof of the wide sweep of moral forces. I su])pose that it is

as necessary in the vegeta])le world as it is elsewhere to

avoid the appearance of evil.

In offering you the fruit of uiy garden, which has been
gathered from week to week, without nmch reference to the

progress of the croj)S or the drought, I desire to acknowledge
an influence which has lent half the charm to my lal)or. If

I were in a court of justice;, or injustice, under oath, 1 should
not like to say that ei<''«er in the wooing days of spring, or

under the suns of the ..iiinier solstice, you had been, either

with hoe, rake, or miniature spade, of the least use in the
garden; but your suggestions have been invaluable, and,
whenever used, have been paid for. Your horticultural

inquiries have been of a nature to astonish the vegetable
world if it listened, and were, a constant inspiration to

research. There was almost nothing that you did not
wish to know ; and this, added to what 1 wished to know
made a boundless held for discovery. AVhat might have
become of the garden if your advice had lieen followed, a
good Providence only knows ; but 1 never worked there

without a consciousness that you might at any moment
come down the walk, under the gmpe-arbor, bestowing
glances of approval, that were none the worse for not being
critical; exercising a suit of sui)enntendenee tl Kit elevated

gardening into a fine art ; expressiiig a wonder that was as
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complimentary to me as it was to Nature ; bringing au

atmosphere which made the garden a region of romance,

the soil of which was set apart for fruits native to climes

unseen. It was this bright presence that filled the garden,

as it did the summer, with light, and now leaves upon it

that tender play of colour and bloom which is called among
the Alps the afterglow.

C. D. W.

Nook Farm, Haritord, October, 1870.

^

\\\

W



lY SUMMER IN A GARDEX.

w.
PRELIMINARY.

rpHE love of dirt is among the earliest of passiors, as it
IS the latest. Mudpies gratify one of our first and

best instincts. So long as we are dirty we are pure
Fondness for the ground comes back to a man after he has
run the round of pleasure and business, eaten dirt, and
sown wild-oats, drifted about tlie world, and taken the
wind of all Its moods. The love of digging in the gx-ound
(or of looking on while he pays another to dig) is as sure
to come back to him, as he is sure, at last, to go under the
ground, and stay there. To own a hit of ground, to
scratch It with a hoe, to plant seeds, and watch their re-
newal of life,~this is the commonest delight of the race
the most satisfactory thing a man can do. When Cicero'
writes of the pleasures of old age, that of agriculture is
chief among them

: "T^c.io nunc ad vdv^,ates agricola-
rum, qmbus ego incredibUUer ddedor : quce r,ec ulla im-
pechunter smectide, et mlM ad sapientis vitam proxhnemdeMur accedere.:' (I am driven to Latin because New
York editors have exhausted the English language in the
praising of spring, and especially of tlu, month of May

)Let us celebrate the soil. Most men toil that they mayown a piece of it; they measure their success in life bv
their abdity to buy it. It is alike the passion of the
parvenu and the pride of the aristocrat. Eroad acres are
a patent of nohilitv • qihI r^, ,.,„,, v-j. ^ .i

.

- .„:'"' " " '"'''' ^"'' ^^'"^s more ol a man
in the world if he have a bit of ground that he can call his
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own. However small it \h on the siirface, it is four

thousand miles deep ; and that is a very handsome pro-

perty. And there is a great jjleasure in working in the

soil, apart from the ownership of it. The man who has

planted a garden feels that he has done something for the

good of the world. He belongs to the produeers. It is a

pleasure to eat of the fruit of one's toil, if it be nothing

more than a head of lettuce or an ear of corn. One culti-

vates a lawn even Avith great satisfaction ; for there is

nothing more beautiful than grass and turf in our latitude.

The tropics nuiy have their delights ; but they have not

turf : and the world without turf is a dreary < lesert. The

original garden of Eden could not have had such turf as

one sees in England. The Teutonic races all love turf

:

they emigrate in the line of its growth.

To dig in the mellow soil—to dig moderately, for all

pleasure should be taken sparingly— is a great thing. One

gets strength out of the ground as often as one really touches

it with a hoe. Antieus (this is a classical article) was no

doubt an agriculturist ; and such a prize-lighter as Hercu-

les couldn't do any thing with him till he got him to lay

down his spade, and quit the soil. It is not simply beets

and potatoes and corn and string-beans that one raises in

his well-hoed garden : it is the average of human life.

There is life in the ground ; it goes into the seeds ; and it

also, when it is stirred up, goes into the man who stirs it.

The hot sun on his back as he bends to his shovel and hoe,

or contemplatively rakes the warm and fragrant loam, is

better than much medicine. The buds are coming out on

the bushes round about ; the blossom': of the fruit-trees

begin to show ; the blood is running up the grape-vines in

streams
;
you can smell the wild-flowers on the near

bank ; and the birds ars flying and glancing md sinking

everywhere. To the open kitchen-door comes the busy
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housewife to shake a Avhitc something, and stands a mo-
ment to look, quite transtixed by the delightful sights and
sounds. Hoeing in the garden on a bright, soft JNfay day,
when you are not obliged to, is i early equal to the delight
of going trouting.

Blessed be agricultun^ I if one does not have too much
of it. All literature is fragrant with it, in a gentlemanly
way. At the foot of the charming olive-covered hills of
Tivoli, Horace (not he of (niappacpia) had a sunny ftirm

;

it was in sight of Hadrian's villa, who did landscape-gar-

dening on an extensive scale, and probably did not get

half as much comfort out of it as Horace did from his

more simply tilled acres. We trust that Horace did a
little hoeing and farming himself, and th«t his verse is not
all fraudulent sentiment. In order to enjoy agriculture,

you do not want too much of it, and you want to be poor
enough to have a little inducement to work moderately
yourself. Hoe while it is spring

; and enjoy the best an-

ticipations,

out well.

It is not niuch matter if things do not turn
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WHAT [ KNOW ABOUT GARDENING.

FIRST WEEK.

TTNDEIl this modest title, I purpose to write a sericH^ of papers, some of which will be like many papers

of garden-seeds, with nothing vital in them, on the -sabject

of gardening ; holding that no man has any right to keep

valuable knowledge to himself, and hoping that those who
come after me, except tax-gatherers and that sort of per-

son, will find profit in the perusal of my experience. As
ray knowledge is constantly increasing, there is likely to

be no enu to these papers. They will pursue no orderly

system of agriculture or horticulture, but range from topic

to topic, according to the weather and the progress of the

weeds, which may drive me from one corner of the garden

to the other.

The principal value of a private garden is not under-

stood. It is not to give the possessor vegetables and fruit

(that can be better and cheaper done by the market-

gardeners), but to teach him patience and philosophy, and

the higher virtues,—hope deferred, and expectations

blighted, leading directly to resignation, and sometimes to

alienation. The garden thus becomes a moral agent, a

test of character, as it was in the beginning. I shall keep

this central truth in mind in these articles. T mean to

have a moral garden, if it is not a productive one,—one

that shall teach, my brothers ! my sisters ! the great

lessons of life.

The first pleudant thing about a garden in this latitude

is, that you never know wiien to set it going. If you
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want any thing to com. to .naturity early, y„u ,„„,,t ,^^

ar an
*;;""

' ^T-
""' '' °"' -'^. "- chance,arc all „, favour ol j.„tt,ng it dipped ^ja f,„,t .

he tljermomot..,. will 1,„ 90 - one day, and «o helow 32 =
th n gh of the day following. And, if you do not setout plants or ,ow seed» early, you fret eonfinnally

; kLw-.ng tha yonr vegetables will be late, and that, wMe.lone,ha early peas, yon ,vill be watching your .,low-fo„„i„g
P".l.. Ums keei,» you i„ a state of miud. When vouhave

,, anted any thing early, yo„ are doubtful whether tocle»e to see ,t above ground, or not. If „ hot day „"es
J-ou o„g to .,oe the young plants ; but, when a eold rhmd brtngs frost, you tremble lest the seeds have bn^t
he,r band.. V our spring i.s passed in a.txious doubts Tdears,wh,ch are usually realized

; and .so a great 1™,
discipline is worked out for you.

8th of May, and apparently having no fear of a frost
r was hoemg it this morning for the first tiinc,-it is notwell usually to hoe corn until about the 18th of Mav

-

when Polly eanie out to look at the Lima beans She
seemed to think the poles had eome u,, beautifully I
bought they di.l look well : they ai^ a |li„e set of poles

large anu well grown, and stan.l straight. They were in
expensive too. The cheapness came about from luy cut-
ing them on another man's land, and he did not know it

i have not examined this tiansiction in the moral liWit of
Kardeniiig

;
but 1 know people in this country takeVat

iberties at the polls. Polly noticed that the beans had not
theniselves come up in any proper sense, but that the dirthad got oft from them, leaving them uncovered. Shethought It would be well to sprinkle a slight layer of dirtover them

;
and I, iialulgently, eonsentod. It occurred tome, when .she had g„ne, that beans always come up that
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way,—wrong end first ; and that what they wanttid wai

light, and not dirt.

Observation : Woman always did, from the first, make

a muss in a garden.

I inherited with my garden a large patch of raspberries.

Splendid berry the raspberry, when the strawberry has

gone. This patch has grown into such a defiant attitude,

that you could not get within several feet of it. Its stalks

were enormous in size, and cast out long prickly arms in

all directions ; but the bushes were pretty much all dead.

I have walked into them a good deal with a pruning-

knife ; but it is very much like fighting original sin.

The variety is one that I can recommend. I think it is

called Brinckley's Orange, it is exceedingly prolific, and

has enormous stalks. The fruit is also said to be good
;
but

that does not matter so much, as the plant does not often

bear in this region. The stalks seem to be biennial insti-

tutions ; and as they get about their growth one year, and

bear the next year, and then die, and the winters here nearly

always kill them, unless you take them into the house

(which is inconvenient if you have a family of small chil-

dren), it is very difficult to induce the plant to flower and

fruit.' This is the greatest objection there is to this sort

of raspberry. 1 think of keeping these for discipline, and

setting out some others, more hardy sorts, for fruit.
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SECOND WIOKK.

"pjEXT to deciding when to start your garden, the jnost
important matter i.s, what to put in it. It is diffi-

cult to decide what to order for dinner on a given diiy

:

how much more oppressive is it to order in a lump an end-
less vista of dinners, so to speak ! Fcr unless your garden
is a boundless prairie (and mine seems to l)e that when I

hoe it on hot days), you must make a selection, from the
great variety of vegetables, of those ycu will raise in it

;

and you feel ratlier bound to supply your own table ii.mi
your own garden, and to eat only us you have sown.

I Imld that no man has a right (whatever his sex. of
course) to have a garden to his own selfish uses. He ought
not to please himself, but every man to please; his neigh-
bor, r tried to have a garden that would give geneml
moral satisfaction. It seemed to me that nobody cciild
object to potatoes (a most useful vegetahle)

; and I be-an
to plant them IViM^ly. But there Avas a chorus of prok-st
against them. " You don't want to take up your ground
with potatoes," the neigbbors said; "you can buy pota-
toes" (the very thing I wanted to avoid doing is buying
things). "What you want is the perishable things that
you cannot get fresh in market."—"JJut what kind of
perishable things V A horticulturalist of eminence want-
ed me to sow lines of strawberries and raspberries right
over where I had put my potatoes in drills. I had about
five hundred strawberry-plants in another part of my
garden

;
but this fruit-fanatic wanted me to turn my M-iioie

patch into vines and runners. I suppose I could raise
strawberries enough for all my neighbors

; and perhav.s I

ought to do it. I had a little space prepared for melons
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—musk-melons,—which I showed to an exporienced friend.

« You are not going to waste your ground on musk-

melons 1" ho asked. "They rarely ripen in this climate

thoroughly, before frost." He had tried for years without

luck. I resolved to not go into such a foolish experiment.

But the next day, another neighbor happened in. " Ah !

I see you are going to have melons. My family would

rather give up any thing else in the gar.len than musk-

melons,-of the nutmeg variety. They are the most grate-

ful things wo have on the table." So there it was. There

was no compromise : it was melons, or no melons, and

somebody offended in any case. I half resolved to plant

them a little late, so that they would, and they wouldn't

But I had the same difficulty about string-beans (which 1

detest), andsciuash (whicb I tolerate), and parsnips, and

the whole round of green things.

I have pretty much come to the conclusion, that you

have got to put your foot down in gardening. If I had

actually taken counsel of my friends, I should not have

had a thing growing in the garden to-day but weeds.

\nd besides, while vou are waiting, Nature does not wait.

Her mind is made up. She knows just what she will

raise
• and she has an infinite variety of early and late.

The most humiliating thing to me about a garden is the

lesson it teaches of the inferiority of man. Nature is

prompt, decided, inexhaustible. She thrusts up her plants

with a vigor and freedom that I admire; and, the more

worthless the plant, the more rapid and splendid its

gro^vth She is at it early and late, and all night
;
never

tiring, nor showing the least sign of exhaustion.

'' Eternal gardening is the price of liberty, is a motto

that I should pat over the gateway of my garden, if I had

^ „at- A^d YP.t it is not wholly true; for there is no

liberty in gardening. The man who undertakes a garden
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is relentlessly pursued. He felicitates himself, that, when
he gets it once plantctl, ho will have a season of rest and
of enjoyme.it in the sprouting and growing of his seeds.

It is a green anticipation. He has planted a seed tlmt

will keep him awake nights ; drive rest from his bones,

and sleep from his pillow. Hardly is the garden planted,

when he must begin to hoe it. The weeds have sprung up
all over it in a night. They shine and wave in redundant
life. The docks have ahnost gone to seed ; and their roots

go deeper than conscience. Talk al)out the London
Docks !—the roots of these are like the sources of the

Aryan race. And the weeds are not all. I awake in the

morning (and a thriving garden will wake a pei-son iip two
hours before he ought to be out of bed), and think of tlie

tomato-plants,—the leaves like iine lace-w(5rk, owing to

black bugs that skip around, and can't })e caught. Some-
body ought to get up before the dew is off, (why don't the

dew stay on till after a reasonable breakfast ?) and sprinkle

soot on the loaves. I wonder if it is I. Soot is so much
blacker than the bugs, that they are disgusted, and go
away. You can't get up too early, if you have a garden.
You must be early due yourself, if you got ahead of the
bugs. I think, that, on the whole, it would be best to sit

up all night, and sleep day-times. Things appear to go on
in the night in the garden uncommonly. It would be less

trouble to stay up than it is to get up so early.

I have been setting out some new raspberries, two sorts,

a silver and a gold color. How line they will look on the
table next year in a cut-glass dish, the cream being in a
ditto pitcher ! I set them four and five feet apart. I set
my strawberries pretty well apart also. The reason is to
give room for the cows to run througli when they break
into the garden,—as they do sometimes. A cow needs a
broader irack than a locomotive ; and she generally makes
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one. I am sometimes astonislied to set; how hv^ w space in

a f\o\ver-l)e(I her foot will eover. The raspbemes are call

0(1 l)o'»little and (Joklon (Jaj). I don't like the nani« of

the first variety, and, if they do much, shall change it to

§iJvprr Top. You never can tell what a thing named I)oo-

little will do. The one in the vSenate changed color, and

got sour. Th« y ripen hadly,—either milduw, or rot on the

bush. They are apt to .lohnsonize,—rol '>n the stem. T

.^hall watch the 1 )oolittles.

[I

I
I

i

'
!

m.*:1
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Till HI) WEEK.

J BELIEVE that 1 Imve found, if no. original sin, at
least vegetabh, total depravity in my garden

; and it
was there before I went into it. It is the bunch, o--
joint, or anake-grass, whatever d i,s called. As 1 ,lo not
know the names of all the weeds and plant., I luive to do
as Adam did in hi.s garden,- uime things as 1 fiiid tliem
TliLs grass has a .«?lender, l)cautiful stalk

; and wh.n you
cut It down, or pull up a long root of it, you fancy it ia
got rid of; but, in a day or two, it will come up in the
same spot in half a dozen vigorous blades. Cuttin.- down
and pulling up is what it thrives on. E..termh.ation
rather helps it. If you follow a slender white root, it will
be found to run under the groun.l until it meets another
slender white root; and you will soon unearth a r^etwork
of them, with a knot somewhere, sending out do -ns of
sharp-pointed, healthy shoots, every joint prepared to be
an independent life and plant. The only way to deal
with it is to take one part hoe and two parts hiigc-rs and
carefully dig it out, not leaving a joint anywhere." It will
take a little time, say all summer, to dig out thoroughlv a
small patch

;
but if you once dig it out, and keep i't ort

you will have no further trouble.
'

'

I have said it was total depravity. Here it is. If you
attempt to pull up and root out any sin in you which
shows on the surface,—if it does not show you do not care
for it,—you may have noticed how it runs into an interior
network of sins, and an ever-sprouting branch of them
roots somewhere

; and that you cannot pull out one with-
out making a general internal disturbance, and rootinrr un
your r.'iiolc beiuig. i suppose It 13 less trouble to quietly
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cut them oif at the top,—say once a week, on Sunday,

when you put on your religious clothes and face,—so

that no one will see them, and not try to eradicate the net-

work within.-

Remark.—This moral vegetable figure is at the service

of any clergyman who will have the manliness to coma

forward and help me at a day's hoeing on my potatoes.

None but the orthodox need apply.

I, however, believe in the intellectual, if not the moral,

qualities of vegetables, and especially weeds. There was

a worthless vine that (or who) started' up about midway

between a grape-trellis and a row of bean-poles, some three

feet from each, but a little nearer the trellis. When it

came out of the ground, it looked around to see what it

should d)0. The trellis was already occupied. The bean-

pole was empty. There was evidently a little the best

chance of light, air, and sole proprietorship on the pole.

And the vine started for the pole, and began to climb it

with determination. Here was as distinct an act of choice,

of reason, as a boy exercises when he goes into a forest,

and, looking about, decides which tree he will climb.

And, besides, how did the vine know enough to travel in

exactly the right direction, three feet, to find what it

wanted 1 This is intellect. The weeds, on the other

hand, have hateful moral qualities. To cut down a weed

is, therefore, to do a moral action. I feel as if I were de-

stroying sin. My hoe becomes an instrument of retribu-

tive justice. I am an apostle of Nature. This view of

the matter lends a dignity to the art of hoeing which

nothing else does, and lifts it into the region of ethics.

Hoeing becomes, not a pastime, but a duty. And you

o-et to regard it so, as the days and the weeds lengthen.

Observation.—Nevertheless, what a niaii needs in gar-

dening is a cast-iron back, with a hinge in it. The hoe is
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an ingenious instrument, calculated to call out a great deal
of strength at a great disadvantage.

The striped bug has come, the saddest of the year. He
is a moral double-ender, iron-clad at that. He is \u\-

pleasant in two ways. He burrows in the ground so that
you cannot find him, and he flies away so "that you can-
not catch him. He is rather handsome, as bugs go,
but utterly dastardly, in that he gnaws the stem of thJ
plant close to the ground, and ruins, it without any ap-
parent advantage to himself I find him on the hills of
cucumbers (perhaps it will be a cholera-year, and we shall
not want any), the squashes (small loss), and the melons
(which never ripen). The best way to deal with the
striped bug is to sit down by the hiUs, and p^vtiently
watch for him. If you are spry, you can annoy him.
This, however, takes time. It takes all day and part of
the night. For he flycth in the darkness, and wasteth at
noon-day. If you get up before the dew is off the plants,
—it goes off- very early,—you can sprinkle soot on the
plant (soot is my panacea : if I can get the disease of a
plant reduced to the necessity of soot, I am all right)

;

and soot is unpleasant to the bug. But the best thing to'

do is to set a toad to catch the bug«. Tlie toad at o'lice

establishes the most intimate relations with the bug. It
is a pleasure to see such unity among the lower animals.
The difficulty is to make the toad stay, and M^atch the
hill. If you know your toad, it is all right. If you do
not, you must build a tight fence round the plants, which
the toad cannot jump over. This, however, introduces a
new element. I find that I have a zoological garden on
my hands. It is an unexpected result of my little (-nter-

prise, which never aspired to the completeness of the Paris
" Jardin des Plantes."
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FOURTH WEEK.

ORTHODOXY is at a low ebb. Only two clergymen

accepted my offer to come and help hoe my po-

tatoes for the privilege of using my vegetable total-depra-

vity figure about the snake-grasa, or quack-grass as some

call it ; and those two did not bring hoes. There seems

to be a lack of disposition to hoe among our educated

clergy. I am bound to say that these two, however, sat

and watched my vigorous combats with the weeds, and

talked most beautifully about the application of the snake-

grass figure. As, for instance, Avhen a fault or sin showed

on the surface of a man, whether if you dug doAvn, you

would find that it ran back and into the original organic

bunch of original sin within the man. The < -uly other

clergyman Avho came was from out of town,—a i^alf Uni-

versalist, who said he wouldn't give twenty cents for my
figure. He said that the snake-grass was not in my garden

originally, that it sneaked in under the sod, and that it

could be entirely rooted out with industry and patience.

I asked the Universalist-inclined man to take my hoe and

try it ; but he said he hadn't time, and went away.

But, jubilate, I have gotten my garden all hoed the first

time ! I feel as if I had put down the rebellion. Only

there are guerillas left here and there, about the borders

and in corners, unsubdued,—Forrest docks, and Quantrell

grass, and Beauregard pig-weeds. This first hoeing is a

gigantic task : it is your first trial of strength Avith the

never-sleeping forces of Nature. Several times, in its pro-

gress, I was tempted to do as iVdam did, who abandoned

his garden on account of the weeds. (Hoav much my
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[ow much my

mind seems to run upon Adam, as if there had been only
two really moral gardens,—Adam's and mine !) The only

drawback to my rejoicing over the finishing of the first

hoeing is, that the gai'dcn now wants hoeing the second
time. I suppose, if my garden were i)lauted in a perfect

circle, and 1 started round it with a Jioe, I should never
see an opportunity to rest. The fact is, that gardening is

the old fable of perpetual labor ; and I, for one, can never
forgive Adam S;isy])bus, or Avhoever it was, who let in the

roots of discord. 1 had pictured myself sitting ac eve,

with my family, in the shade of twilight, contemplating a

garden hoed. Alas! it is a dream not to be realized in

this world.

My mind has been turned to the subject of fruit and
shade trees in a garden. There are those who say that

trees shade the garden too much, and interfere with the

growth of the vegetal)les. There may be something in

this : but when 1 go <Iown the i)otato rows, the rays of the

sun glancing upon my shining blade, tlu' sweat pouring
from my lace, 1 should be grateful for .-hade. What is a
gai'd.'H for? Tlui pleasure of man. I should take nuich

moiv pleasure in a shady garden. Am [ to be sacrificed,

broiled, roasted, for tlie sake of the increased vigor of a few
vegetables'? The thing is perfectly absurd. If 1 were
rich, I think 1 would have my garden covered with an
awning, so that it would be comfoi-table to work in it. It

might roll up and be removable, as the great awning of the

Eonian (,'oliseum was,—not like the lioston one, which
went off in a higli wind. Another vciy good way to do,

and probably not so expensive as tlic awuiug, would be to

have four persons of foivigu l)ivihcaiTya sort of canopy
over you as you hoed. And there might be a person at

fiu'li (Mid (jf the low with some ct)il and refreshing drink.

Agriculture is still in a very barba.'ous stage. 1 hope to
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live yet to see the day when I can do my gardening, as

tragedy is done, to slow and soothing mussic, and attended

by some of the comforts I have named. These things

come so forcibly into my mind sometimes as I work,

that perhaps, when a wandering breeze lifts my straw hat,

or a bird lights on a near currant-bush, and shakes out a

full-throated summer song, I almost expect to find the

cooling drink and the hospitable entertainment at the end

of the row. But I never do. There is nothing to be done

but to turn round, and hoe back to the other end.

Speaking of those yelloAV scpuish-bugs, I think I dis-

heartened them by co /ering the plants so deep with soot

and wood-ashes, that they coidd not find them ;
and I am

in doujot if I shall ever see the plants again. But I have

heard of another defence against the bugs. Put a fine

wire-screen over each hill, which will keep out the bugs

and admit the rain. I should say that these screens would

not cost much more than the melons you would be likely

to get from the vines if you bought them; but then think

of the moral satisfaction of watching the bugs hovering

over the screen, seeing, but unable to reach the tender

plants within. That is worth paying for.

I left my own garden yc;sterday, and went over to where

Polly was getting the weeds out of one of her fiower-beds.

She was working away at the bed with a little hoe.

Whether women ought to have the ballot or not (and I

have a decided opinion on that point, whicli. I should here

plainly give did I not fear that it would injure my agricul-

tural influence), I am compelled to say tliat this was rather

helpless hoeing. It was patient, conscientious, even pa-

thetic hoeing; but it was neither ellective nor finished.

When completed, the bed looked someAvhat as if a hen

had scratched it : there was that touching unevenness about

it. I think no one could look at it and not be aifected.

I
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To be sure, Polly smoothed it off with a rake, and asked

me if it wasn't nice ; and I said it was. It was not a fa\ ar-

able time for nie to exiJain the difference between putter-

ing hoeing, and tlie broad, free sweep of the instrument,

which kills the Aveeds, spares the plants, and loosens the

soil without leaving it in holes and hills.. Eut, after all,

as life is constituted, I think more of Polly's honest and
anxious care of her plants than of the most finished gar-

dening in the world.
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FIFTH WEEK.

I
LEFT my garden for a week, just at the close of the

dry spell. A season of rain immediately set in, and

Avhen I returned the transformation was wonderful. In

one week, every vegetal^le had fairly jinuped forward. The

tomatoes which I left slender plants, eaten of bugs, and

debating whetlier they would go l^ackward or forward, had

become stout and lusty, with thick stems and dark leaves,

and some of them had blossomed. The t;orn waved like

that which grows so rank out of the French-English mix-

ture at \Y'^terloo. The squashes—I will not speak of the

squashes. The most remarkable growth was the aspara-

gus. There was not a spear above the ground when I

went away ; and now it had sprung up and gone to seed,

and there were stalks higher than my head. I am entire-

ly aware of the value of words, and of moral obligations.

Wlien I say that the asparagus had grown six feet in

seven days, I expect and wish to be believed. I am a

little particular about the statement ; for, if there is any

prize offered for asparagus at the next agricultural fair, I

wish to compete,—speed to govern. What I claim is the

fastest asparagus. As for eating purposes I have seen bet-

ter. A neighbor of mine, who looked at the growth of the

bed, said "Well, he'd be ;" but T told him there was

no use of affirming now ; he might keep his oath till I

wanted it on the asparagus affidavit. In order to have

this sort of asparagus, you want to manure heavily in the

early spring, fork it in, and toi)-dress (that sounds techni-

cal) with a thick layer of cliloride of sodium: if you can-

not get that, common salt will do, and the neighbors wir
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I scarcely dare trust myself to speak of the weeds. Tliey

grow as if the devil was in them. 1 know a lady, a mem-
ber of the church, and a very good sort of Avoinan, con-

sidering the subject condition of that class, who says that
the weeds work on her to that extent, that, in going
through her garden, she has the greatest difliculty in keep-
ing the ten commanchnents in anytliing like an unfractured

condition. I asked her which one? but she said, all of
thein : one felt like breaking the whole lot. The sort of
weed which I most hate (if I can be said to hate anj-thing

which grows in my garden) is the " pusley," a fat, ground-
clinging, spreading, greasy thing, and the most projjaga-

tious (it is not my fault if the word is not in the dictionary)

plant I know. I saAv a Chinaman, who came over with a
returned missionary, and pretended to be converted, boil

a lot of it in a pot, stir in eggs, and mix and eat it with
relish,

—
" Me likee he." It will be a good thing to keep

the Chinamen on when they come to do our gardening. I

only fear they will cultivate it at the expense of the straw-

berries and melons. Who can say that other weeds, Mdiich

we despise, may not be the favorite food of some remote
peoi)le or tribe. We ought to abate our conceit. It is

possible that we destroy in our gardens that which is really

of most value in some other place. Perhaps, in like man-
ner, our faults and vices are virtues in some remote planet.

I cannot see, however, that this thought is of the slightest

value to us here, any more than weeds are.

There is another subject which is forced upon my notice.

I like neighbors, and I like chickens
; but I do not think

they ought to be united near a garden. :N"eiglibors' hens
in your garden are an annoyance. Even if thoy did not
scratch up Uie corn, and peck the strawberries, and eat the
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tomatoes, it is not pleasant to see them straddling about

in their jerkey, high-stepping^, s})eculative manner, pick-

ing incpiisitively here and there. It is of no use to tell

the neighbor that his hens eat your tomatoes : it makes

no impression on him, for the tomatcjes are not his. The

best way is to casually rcnnark to him that ho has a fine

lot of chickens, pretty well grown, and that you like

spring chickens boiled. Ho Avill take them away at once.

The neighbors' small children are also out of place in your

garden, in strawberry and currant time. I hope I appreci-

ate the value of children. We should soon come to noth-

ing without them, though the Shakers have the best

gardens in the Avorld. vVithout them the common school

would languish, l^ut the ;iroblem is, what to do with

them in 'a garden. For they are not good to eat, and there

is a law against making away with them. The law is not

very well enforced, it is true ; for peoj)le do thin them out

with constant dosing, paregoric, and soothing-sirups, and

scanty clothing. But I, for one, feel that it would not be

right, aside from the law, to take the life, even of the

smallest child, for the sake of a little fruit, more or less,

in the garden. I may be wrong ; but these are my senti-

ments, and I am not ashamed of them. When we come,

as Bryant says in his " Iliad," to leave the circus of this

life, and join that innumerable caravan which moves, it

will be some satisfaction to us, that we have never, in the

way of gardening, disposed of evcm the huuiblest child un-

necessarily. My plan would be to put them into Sunday

schools more thoroughly, and to give the Sunday schools

an agricultural turn ; teaching the children the sacredness

of neighbors' vegetables. I think that our Sunday

schools do not sufficiently imj)res8 upon children the

danger, from snakes and otherwise, of going into the neigh-

bors' gardens.

hi- :
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SIXTH WEEK.

QOMEBODY has sent me a new sort of hoe, with the^ wish that I should speak favorably of it, if I can
consistently. I wilHngly do so, but with the understand-
ing that I am to be at liberty to speak just as courteously
of any other hoe which I may receive. If I understand
religious morals, this is the position of the religious press
with regard to bitters and wringing-machines. In some
cases, the resjxuisibility of such a recommendation is

shifted upon the wife of the editor or clergyman. Polly
says she is entirely willing to make a certificate, accom-
panied with an affidavit, with regard to this hoe ; but her
habit of sitting about the garden-walk, on an inverted

flower-pot, while I hoe, somewhat destroys the practical

value of her testimony.

As to this hoe, I do not mind saying that it has changed
my view of the desiraldeness and value of human life. It

has, in fact, i.iade life a holiday to me. It is made on
the principle that man is an upright, sensible, reasonable
being, and not a grovelling wretch. It does away with
the necessity of tlie hinge in the back. The handle is

seven and a half feet long. There are two narrow blades,

sharp on both edges, wliicli come together at an obtuse
anrrle in front ; and as you walk along with this hoe be-
fore you, pushing and ]iidling with a gentle motion, the
weeds fall at every thrust and withdrawal, and the slaugh-
ter is immediate and widespread. When I got this hoe, I
was troubled with sleepless mornings, j^ains in the back,
kleptomania with regard to new weeders ; when 1 went
into my garden, I was ahvays sure to see something. In
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this disordered state of mind and body, I got this hoe.

The morning after a day of using it, I slept perfectly and

late. T regained my respect for tlie eighth commandment.

After two doses of the hoe in the garden, the weeds en-

tirely disappeared. Trying it a third morning, I was

obliged to throw it over the fence in order to save from

destruction the green things that ought to grow in the

garden. Of course, this is figurative language. What T

mean is, that the fascination of using this hoe is such,

that you are sorely tempted to employ it upon your vege-

tables, after the weeds are laid low, and must hastily

withdraw it, to .ivoid unpleasant results. I make this

explanation, because I intend to put nothing into these

agricultural papers that will not bear the strictest scien-

tific invastigation ; nothing that the youngest child can-

not understand and cry for ; nothing that the oldest and

wisest men will not need to study with care.

I need not add, that the care of a garden with this hoe

becomes the merest pastime. I would not be without one

for a single niglit. The only danger is, that you may ra-

ther make an idol of the hoe, and somewhat neglect your

garden in explaining it, and fooHng about with it. I al-

most think, that, with one of these in the hands of an or-

dinary day-laborer, you njght see at night where he had

been working.

Let us have peas. I have been a zealous advocate of

the birds. I have rejoiced in their midtiplication. I have

endured their concerts at four o'clock in the morning with-

out a murmur. Let them come, I said, and eat the worms,

in order that we, later, may enjoy the foliage and the fruits

of the earth. AVe have a cat, a magnificent animal, of the

sex which votes (but not a pole-cat),—so large and power-

ful, that, if he were in the army, he would be called Long

Tom. He is a cat of fine disposition, the most irreproach-
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able morals r ever saw thrown away in a cat. n a splen-
did hunter. Mi^. spends his nights, not in s.^ dis.'^ipa-

tion, hut in gathering ruts, mice, flying-squirrels, and also
birds. When he first brought me a luid, [ told him that
it was wrong, and tried to convince! him, while he was eat-
ing it, tliat he was doing wrong ; for ho is a reasonable cat,

and understands pretty much every thing except the bi-
nomial theorem and the time down thecycloidal arc. But
with no effect. The killing of bii'ds went on to my great
regret and shame.

The otiu'r day, T went to my garden to get a mess of
peas. I had seen, the day before, that they were just ready
to j)ick. How r had lined the ground, planted, hoed,
bushed them

! The ])ushes M-ero very line,—seven feet
high, and of good wood. How I had delighted in the
growing, th(^ blowing, the podding : What a touching
thought it was that they had all podded for me : When
I went to pick them, I found the pods all split open, and
the peas gone. Thii dear little birds, who are so fond of
tlie strawberries, had eaten them all. Perhaps there were
left as many as I jilanted : I did not count them. I made
a rapid estimate of the cost of the seed, the interest of the
ground, the price of labor, the value of the bushes, the an.
xiety of weeks of watchfulness. 1 looked about me on tho
face of Nature. The wind blew from the south so soft

and treacherous 1 A thrush sang in the woods so deceit-

fully
! All Nature seemed fair. But who was to give me

back my peas ? The fowls of the air have peas ; but what
has man ]

I went into the house. T called Calvin. (That is the
name of our cat, given him on account of his gravity, mor-
ality, and uprightness. We never familiarly call him
John.) T petted Calvin. I lavished upon him an enthu-

siastic fondness. I told him that he had no fault ; that
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the one action that I had called a vice was an heroic exhi-

bition of regard for my interests. I bade him go and do

likewise continually. I now saw how much better in-

stinct is than mere unguided reason. Calvin knew. If

he had put his opinion into English (instead of his native

catalogue), it would have been : "You need not teach

your grandmother to suck eggs." It was only the iund

of Nature. The Avorms eat a noxious something in the

ground. The birds oat the worms. Calvin eats the birds.

We eat—no, we do not eat Calvin. There the chain stops.

"When you ascend the scale of being, and come to an ani-

mal that is, like ourselves, inedil)le, you have arrived at a

result where you can rest. Let us respect the cat. He

completes an edible chain.

I have little heart to discuss methods of raising peas.

It occurs to me that I can have an iron pea-bush, a sort of

trellis, through which 1 could discharge electricity at fre-

quent intervals, and electrify the birds to death when they

alight ; for they stand upon my beautiful brush in order to

pick out the peas. An apparatus of this kind, with an op-

erator, would cost, however, about as much as the peas:

A neighbor suggests, that I might put up a scarecrow near

the vines, which would keep tlie birds away. I am doubt-

ful about it : the birds are too much accustomed to seeing

a person in poor clothes in the garden to care much for

that. Another neighbor suggests, that the birds do not

open the pods ; that a sort of blast, apt to come after rain,

splits the pods, and the birds then eat the peas. It may

be so. There seems to bo a complete unity of action between

the blast and the birds. But good neighbors, kind

friends, I desire that you will not increase, by talk, a dis-

appointment which you cannot assuage.
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SEVhNTII WEEK.

A HARDEN is an awful responsibility. You never
know what you may be aiding to grow in it. ]

hen.d ii sermon, not long ngo, in which the preacher said
tliatthe (Christian, at the moment of his becoming one,
was as perfect a (Christian as he would be if he grew°to be'

an archangel
;
that is, that h(^ would lujt change thereafter

at all, but only develop. 1 do not know whether this is gooil
tluiology, or not ; and I hesitate to sui)])ort it l)y an illus-

tration from my garden, especially as 1 do not want to run
the risk of propagating error, and I do not care to give
away these theological comi)arisons to clergymen who make
me so little return in the way of labor, liut I find, in dis-
secting a pea-blossom, that hidden in the centre of it is a
perfect miniature i)ea-pod, with the peas all in it,—as per-
fect a pea-pod as it will ever be

; only it is as tiny as a
chatelaine ornament. Maize and some other things show
the same i)recocity. This confirmation of the theologic
theory is startling, and sets me meditating upon the moral
possibdities of my garden. I may find in it yet the cos-
mic egg.

And, speaking of moral things, I am half determined to
petition the (Ecumenical Council to issue a bull of ex-
communication against " pusley." Of all the fonns which
" error " has taken in this world, I think that is about the
Avorst. In the middle ages, the monks in St. Bernard's
ascetic community at Clairvaux excommunicated a vine-
yard which a less rigid monk had planted near, so that it

bore nothing. In 1120, a bishop of Laon excommunicat-
ed the caterpillars in his diocese; and, the following

8
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year, St. Bernard excommunicated the flies in the Monas-

tery of Foigny ; and in 1510 the ecclesiastical court pro-

nounced the dread sentence against the rats ofAutun, Macon,

and lyons. These exami)les are sufficient precedents. It

will be well for the council, however, not to publish the

bull either just before or just after a rain ; for nothing can

kill this pestilent heresy when the ground is wet.

It is the time of festivals. Polly says we ought to have

one,—a strawberry festival. She says they are perfectly

delightful : it is so nice to get people together !—this hot

weather. They create such a good feeling ! I myself am
very fond of festivals. I always go,—when I can con-

sistently. Besides the strawberries, there are ice-creams

and cake and lemonade, and that sort of thing ; and one

always feels so well the next day after such a diet ! But

as social re-unions, if there are good things to eat, nothing

can be pleasanter ; and they are very profitable, if you

have ' good object. I agreed that we ought to have a

fest- J ; but I did not know what olyect to devote it to.

We are not in need of an organ, nor of any puli)it-

cushions. I do not know as they use pulpit-cushions

now as much as they used to, when preachers had to have

something soft to pound, so that they would not hurt

their fists. I suggested pocket-handkerchiefs, and flanncds

for next winter. But Polly says that will not do at all.

You must ha\e some charitable object,—something that

appeals to a vast sense of something ; something that it

will bo right to get up lotteries and that sort of thing for.

I suggest a festival for the benefit of my garden ; and this

seems feasible. In order to make everything pass off

pleasantly, invited guests will bring or send their own
strawberries and cream, which I shall be happy to sell to

them at a slight advance. There are a great many im-

provements which the garden needs ; among them a sound-
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ing board, so that the neighb.n-s' children can hear when
I tell them to get a littl. fartli-n- oH" from the cunant-
bushes. I should also like a selecti<.Ti from the ten com-
mandments in big letters, posted up conspicuously, and aiew traps, that will detain, but not maim, for the benefit
of those who cannot read. But what is most important is,
hat the ladies should crochet nets to cover over the straw-
bernes. A good-sized, well-managed festival omdit to
produce nets enough to cover my entire l)e,ls ; and I canhmk of no other method of preserving the berries from
tlie birds next year. I wonder how many strawberries it
would need for a festival, and whetlier tliey would costmore than the nets.

I am more and more impressed, as tlie summer c.oes on
with the merpiality of man's fight witli .\ature •

especialiv
in a civilized state. In savagery, it does not so much
matter; for one does not take a Mp.are hold, aud put outms strength, but rather accommodates himself to tlie
situation, and takes wiiat ]ie can get, witliout raisin, anv
dust, or putting himself into everlasting opposition

"
But

the minute he begins to clear a spot larger tlian he needs
to sleep in for a night, and to try to have his own way in
the least, K.ture is at once up and vigilant, and contests
him at every step with all her ingenuity an.l unweaned
Tigor. This talk of subduing ^^ature is pretty much non
sense. I do not intend to surrender in the midst of the
summer campaign, yet I cannot but think how much more
peaceful my relations would now l,o with the primal forces
li 1 had let Nature make the garden according to her own
notion. (This is written with the thermometer at ninety
degrees, and the weeds starting up with a freshness and
vigor, as If they had just thought of it for the first time
and had not been cut down and dragged out every other
day since the snow went off)
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We have «ot down the forests, and exterminated sav-
age beasts; but ^'ature is no more subdued than before-
she only changes h.^r tactics,-uses smaller guns, so to
speak. She re-enforces herself with a variety of buL's
worms, and vermin, and weeds, unknown to the savage
state, m order- to make war upon the things of our plant-
ing; and calls in the fowls of the air, just as we think the
battle IS won, to snatcli away the booty. When one -^ets
almost_ weary of the struggle, she is as fresh as at'the
beginning,-ju8t, in fact, ready for the fray. I, for my
part, begin to appreciate tlie value of frost an.l snow -

fcir
they give the husbandman a little peace, and enable hi.u,
for a season, to contemplate his incessant foe subdued 1
do not M^onder that the tropical people, where Nature n.-ver
^'oes^ to sleep, give it up, and sit in lazy acpiiescence.

Here I have been working all the season to make apiece
of lawn. It had to be graded and sowed and rcUed - and
I have been shaving it like a barber. When it was soft
every thing had a tendency to go on to it,-cows, and
especially wandering hackmen. llaclcmen (who are a
product of civilization) know a lawn when they see it
Ihey rather have a fancy for it, and always try 'to drive
so as to cut the sharp borders of it, and leave the marks of
their wheels in deep ruts of cut-up, ruined turf The
other morning, I had just been running the mower over
the lawn, and stood regarding its smoothness, ,.hen I
noticed one, two, three puffs of fresh earth in it

• and
hastening thither, T found that the mole had arrived to
complete the work of the hackmen. In a half-hour, he
liad rooted up the grrund like a i>ig. I found his nin-
ways. I waited for him with a spade. He did not ap-
pear; but, the next time I passed by, he had ridged the
ground in all directions,-* smooth, beautiful animal, with
iUr,ii;i:e smc. IT vnn ,...,t\,i „.»7.. _ > i . -

4?,— 1--!

«UK, u you could only catch him. Ho appears to
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enjoy tlie lawn as much as the haekmcm did. He does
not care how smooth t is. He is constantly mining, and
ndgnig It up. I am n.>i sure l)ut he could be counter-mine.l
I have half a mind to put powder hi here and there, and
blow the whole thing into the air. 8ome folks set traps
lor the mole

;
l)ui my nmlcs never seem to go twice in the

same place. I am not sure but it would bother them to
sow the lawn with interlacing snake-grass (the botanical
name of which, somebody writes me, is devil-grass : the
hrst time I have heard that the Devil has a botanical name)
which wouhl worry them, if it is as difficult for them ta
get through it as it is for me.

I do not speak of this mole in any tone of complaint-
He IS only a part of the untiring resources Avhich Nature
brings against the humble gardener. I desire to write
nothing against him which I should wish to recall at the
last,—nothing foreign to the spirit of that beautiful saying
of the dying boy, - He had no copy-book, which, dying, he
was sorry he had blotted."
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EIGHTH WEEK.

jyjY c^rarden has been visited by a High Oiticial Person.
President G—nt was here just before the Fourth

getting his mind quiet for that event by a few days of re-
tirement, staying with a friend at tiie head of our street •

and I asked him if he wouldn't like to come down our
way Sunday afternoon, and take a plain, simple look at
my garden, eat a little lemon ice-cream and jelly-cake, and
drink a glass of native lager-bier. I thought of i)utting up
over my gate, " Welcome to the Nation's Gardener •" but
I hate nonsense, and didn't do it. I, however, hoed dil-
igently 01^ Saturday; what weeds 1 couldn't remove I
buried, so that every thing would look all right The
borders of my drive were trimmed with scissors

; and every
thing that could ollend the Eye of the Great was hustled
out of the way.

In relating this interview, it must be distinctly under-
stood that I am not res])onsil)le for any thing that the
President said

;
nor is he, either. He is not a ^reat

speaker; but whatever he says has an esoteric and an
exoteric meaning

; and some of his remarks about my
vegetables went very deep. I said nothing to him what-
ever about politics, at which he seemed a good deal sur-
prised

:
he said it was the iirst garden he had ever been in

with a man, when tlie talk was not of appointments. I
told him that this was purely vegetable; after which he
seemed more at his ease, and, in fact, delighted with every-
thing he saw. He was much interested in my strawberry
beds, asked what varieties I had, and r(M,uested ni- to ^p^'I
him some seed. He said the patent-oilice seed was as diffi-
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cult to raise as an appropriation for the St. Domingo busi-

ness. The playful bean seemed also to please him
; and he

said he had never seen such impressive corn and potatoes
at this time of year ; that it was to him an unexpected
pleasure, and one of the choicest memories that he should
take away with him of his visit to New England.

^•^•—That corn and those potatoes which Gen. Gr—nt
looked at, I will sell for seed, at five dollars an ear, and
one dollar a potato. Office-seekers need not apply.

Knowing the President's great desire for i)eas, I kept
him from that part of the garden where the vines "row.
But they could not be concealed. Those who say that the
President is not a man easily moved are knaves or fools.

When he saw my pea-pods, ravaged by the birds, he burst
into tears. A man of war, he knows the value of peas.

I told him they were an excellent sort, " The Champion of
England." As quick as a flash he said,—

" Why don't you call them " The Ileverdy Johnson" ?

It was a very clever hon-mot ; but I changed the subject.

The sight of my squashes, with stalks as big as speaking-

trumpets, restored the President to his usual spirits. He
said the summer squash Avas tiie most ludicrous vegetable
he knew. It was nearly all leaf and blow, with only a
sickly, crook-necked fruit after a mighty fuss. It reminded
him of the member of Congress from

; but I hastened
to change the subject.

As we Avalked along, the keen eye of the President
rested upon some handsome sprays of "pusley," which
must have grown up since Saturday niglit. It was most
fortunate

;
for it led his excellency to sjxsak of the Chinese

proldem. He said he had been struck with one coupluK'
of the Chinese and "pusley" in one of my agricultural

papers
;
and it had a significance more far-reacliing tlian I

had probably supposed. He had made the Chinese prob-
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lem a special study. Ho said that I was right in sayinr.
that "pusloy" was the natural foo.l of the Chinaman, and
that where the ''pusley" was there would be the China-
man also. For his part, he welcomed the Chinese emigra-
tion

:
we needed the Chinamai) in our gardens to eat the

"pusley ;" and ho thought the whole problem solved by
this simple consideration. To get rid of rats and "pusley,"
he said, was a necessity of our civilization. He did not
care so much about the shoe-business ; he did not think
tliat the little Chinese shoes that he had seen would be of
service in the army; but the garden interest was quite
another affair. We want to make a garden of our whole
country

:
the hoe, in the hands of a man truly great, he

was pleased to say, was mightier than the pen. Ife pre-
sumed that Gen. B-tl-r had never taken into considera-
tion thegaj-den-question, or he would not assume the posi-
tion he does with regard to the Chinese emigration. He
Avould let the Chinese come, even if E—tl—r had to leave,
I thouglit he was going to say, but I changed the subject.'
During our entire garden interview (operatically speak-

ing, the garden-scene), the President was not smoking. I
do not know how the impression ai-ose that he "use^s to-
bacco in any form ;" for I have seen him several times, and
he was not smoking. Indeed, I oftered him a Connecticut
SIX

;
but he wittily said that he did not like a weed in a

garden,—a remark which I took to have a personal politi-
cal bearing, and changed the subject.

The President Avas a good deal surprised at the method
and fine appearance of my garden, and to learn that I had
the sole care of it. He asked me if I pursued an original
course, or whether I got my ideas from ^Titers on the
su1)ject. I told him that I had had no time to read any-
thing on the subject since I began to hoe, except " I.othair,"
from which I got my ideas of landscape-gardening; and
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that I had worked the garden entirely according to my
own notions, exccj)! that \ had born(! in mind his injunc-

tion, "to tight it out on this line if"— The President

stopped me abruijtly, and said it was unnecessary to repeat

that remark : he thought lie had h(;ard it beff»re. Indeed,

he deeply riigrette.l that ho had ever made it. Sonuitimes,

he said, after hearing it in speeches, and ct)ming across it

in resolutions, and reading it in newspapers, and having it

dropped jocularly by facetious politicians, who were boring

him for an office, about twenty-five times a day, say for a

month, it would get to running through his head, like the

"shoo-fly" song which B—tl—r sings in the House, until

it did seem as if he should go distracted. He said, no
man could stand that kind of sentence hammering on his

brain for yt^ars.

The President was so much pleased with my manage-

ment of the garden, that he offered me (at least, I so under-

stood him) the position of head gardener at the White
House, to have care of the exotics. I told him that I

hanked him, but that I did not desire any foreign appoint-

ment. T had resolved, when the administration came in,

not to take an appointment ; and I had kept my resolu-

tion. As to any home office, I was poor, but honest ; and,

of course, it would be useless for me to take one. The
President mused a moment, and then smiled, and said he
would see what could be done; for me. I did not change

the subject ; but nothing further was said by Gen. Gr—nt.

The President is a great talker (contrary to the general

impression); but [ think he appreciated his quiet hour in

my garden. He said it carried him back to his vouth far-

ther than anything he had seen lately. He looked for-

ward with delight to the time when he could again have
his private garden, grow his ovvn lettuce and tomatoes,

and not have to get so much " sarce" from Congress.
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The chair m which the President sat, while declining totake a glass of lager, I have had destroyed, in order that noone may sit m it. It was the only way to save it, if I may
so speak. It would have been impossible to keep it from
use by any precautions. There are i.eople who would
have sat m zt if the seat had been set with iron spikes.
hudi IS the adoration of Station.

u
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NINTH WEEK.

~r AM more and more impressed with the moral quali-

-*- ties of vegetabL." . and contemplate forming a science

winch shall rank with comparative anatomy and compara-

tive philology,—the science of comparative vegetable mor-

ality. Wo live in an age of protoplasm. And, if life-mat-

ter is essentially the same in all forms of life, I purpose to

begin early, and ascertain the nature of the plants for

which I am responsil)Ie. I will not associate with any

vegetable which is disreputable, or has not some quality

that can contribute to my )iioral growth. I do not care to

be seen nuich with the S(puishes or the dead-beets. For-

tunately I can cut down any sorts I do not like with the

hoc, and, probably, commit no more sin in so «loing, than

the Christians did in hewing down the Jews in the mid-

dle ages.

This matter of vegetable rank has not been at all studied

as it should be. Why do we respect some vegetables, and de-

spise others, Avhen all of them come to an equal honor or

ignominy on the table 1 The bean is a graceful, confiding,

engaging vine ; but you never can put beans into poetry,

nor into the highest sort of prose. There is no dignity in

the bean. Corn, which, in my gard(;n, grows alongside

the bean, and, so far as I can see, with no affectation of

superiority, is, however, the child of song. It waves in all

literature, but mix it with beans, and its high tone is gone.

Succotash is vulgar. It is the bean in it. The bean is a

vidgar vegetable, without culture, or any flavor of high so-

ciety among vugutablcs. Then there is the cool cucimiber,

like so many people,—good for nothing when it is ripe and
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Uessed IS that sort which comes to a head, and so i.ma iiske a few people I know

; growing moi. soli.l and satiZoiy an.i tender at the same time, and whiter at tlie centma«a cr,sp 111 heir maturity. Lettuce, like convei«.tion l'-'lUTOs a goo,l d,.al of oil, to avoid friction, an.l keep tiecompany s.nooth
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circle of vegetaLh.'s. The tomato appears well on the tabh.'

;

liut you do not want to ask its origin. It is a most agree-

able parvenu. Of course, I liave said nothing al)out the

berries. They live in another and more ideal region
; ex-

cept, perhaps, the currant. Here we see, that, even among
berries, there ire degrees of ])reediMg. The currant is well

enough, clear as truth, and ex(|uisite in color; but 1 ask

you to notice liow far it is from tlie e.xclusivo //mifc/r- of

the aristocratic strawberry, and the native rehntauent of

the quietly elegant rasj)berry.

I do not know that chemistry, searclung for protophism,

is able to discover the tendency of vegetables. It can only

lie found out by outward observation. 1 confess that I

am suspicions of the bean, for iustauci'. There are .signs

in it of an unregulated life. 1 put up the most attractiv(!

sort of poles for my Limas. They stand high and straight,

like church-spires, in my theological garden,— lifted un;

and some of them have even bu(hU'd, likr Aaron's )'od.

No church-steeple in a New-Kngland village was ever bet-

ter htted to draw to it the rising generation on Sunday,

than those poles to lift up my btuins towards heavcni.

Some of them did run up the sticks seven feet, and then

straggled off into the air in a wanton manner ; but nutre

than half of them went galivanting oH' to the neighboring

grape-trellis, and wound their tendrils with the tendrils of

tlie grape, with a disregard of the proprieties of life which

is a satire upon human nature. And the grape is morally

no better. I think the ancients, who were not troubled

-w^th the recondite mystery of protoplasm, were right in the

mjthic union of l^acchus and Venus.

Talk about the Darwinian theory of development, and
the principle of natural selection ! I should like to see a

garden let to run in accordance with it. If I had left my
vegetables and weeds to a free fight, in which the strong-
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TENTH WEEK.

T THINK I liave discovered tlie way to kee)i peas
J- from tlie birds. I tric-d the scare-crow plan, in a way
which I thought would out-wit the shrewdest bird. The
brain of tlie bird is not large : l)iit it is all concentrated on
one object, and tliat is the attcmj)t to elude the devices of
modem civilization which injure his chances of food. I
knew, that, if I put up a complete stuifed man, the bird
would detect the imitation at once : the perfection of the
thing would show him that it was a trick. People al-

ways overdo the matter when they attempt deception. I
therefore hung some loose garments, of a bright color,

upon a rake-head, and set them up among the vines. The
supposition was, that the l)ird would think there was an
effort to trap him, that there was a man behind, holding
up these garments, and would sing, as he kept at a dis-

tance, " You can't catch me witli any such double device."
The bird would know, or think he knew, that I would not
hang up such a scare, in the expectation that it would pass
for a man, and deceive a bird ; and he would therefore look
for a deeper plot. I expected to out-wit the bird hy a
duplicity that - plicity itself. I may have o\ cr-cal-

culated the s ,^ucity and reasoning power of the bird. At
any rate, 1 did over-calculate the amount of peas I should
gather.

But my game was only half played. In another part of
the garden were other peas, growing and blowing. To
these I took good care not to attract the attention of the
bird by any scare-crow whatever ! I left tlie old scare-

crow conspicuously flaunting above the uid vines ; and by
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this means I hope to keep the attention of the birds con-
fined to tlKtD side of the garden. I am convinced tiiat this
IS tlie true use of a scare-crow: it i« a lure, and not awarnm^. If you wish to save men from any particular
vice set up a tremendous cry of warning about some other •

and they will all give Uu>ir special efforts to the one to which
attention is called. This profound truth is about the only
thing 1 have yet realized out of my pea-vines

However, the garden does begin to vield. 1 know of
nothing that makes one feel more complacent, in these
July days, than to have his V(.getables from his own gar-
den What an effect it has on the market-man and the
butcher It IS a kind of declaration of independence.
l\^^ market-man shows me his peas an.l beets and toma-
toes, and supposes he shall send me out some with the
meat. ''Np, 1 thatdc you," I say carelessly :

" J am raisin,my own this year." Whereas I have been wont to remark^
Your vegetables look a little wilted this weather," I now

say, " What a hue lot of vegetables you've got !" When aman is not going to buy, he can afford to be generous To
raise his own vegetables makes a person feel, somehow
more liberal.

1 think the butcher is touched by the in^
fluencc, and cuts off a better roast for me. The butcher
IS my friend when he sees that I am not wholly depend-
ent on him. ^

It is at home, however, that tlie effect is so marked
though sometimes in a way that I had not expected I
have never read of any Roman .upper that seemed to me
equal to a dinner of my own vegetables ; when every tiling
on the table is the product of my own labor, except the
clams, which I have not been able to raise yet, and the
chickens, which have withdrawn from the garden just
when they were most attractive. It is strange what a
-aste you suddenly have for things you never liked before.
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The squash has always been to me a dish of contempt
;but I eat it now as if it were my best friend. I never

cared for the beet or the bean ; but I fancy now tliat I
could eat them all, tops and all, so completely have they
been transformed by the soil in which they grew. I think
the squash is less squashy, and the beet has a deeper hue
of rose, for ray care of them.

I had begun to nurse a good deal of pride in presidinr.
over a table whereon was the fruit of my honest industrf
But woman !-John Stuart Mill is right when he says that
we do not know any thing about women. Six thousand
years is as one day with them. I thought I had something
to do with those vegetables. Eut when I saw Polly seated
at the side of the table, presiding over the new and sus-
ceptible vegetables, flanked by the squash and the beans
and smihng upon the green corn and the new potatoes as
cool as the cucumbers which lay sliced in ice before her
and when she began to dispense the fresh dishes, I saw at
once that the day of my ilestiny was over. You would
have thought that she owned all the vegetables, and had
raii,ed them all from their earliest years. Such quiet
vegetable airs

! Such gracious appropriation. At length
I said,

—

^

'' Polly, do you know who planted that squash, or those
squashes V

" James, I suppose."

" Well, yes, perhrps James did plant them, to a certain
extent. But who hoed them T
"We did."

'' Wb did !" I said in the most sarcastic manner
" And I suppose we put on the sack-cloth and ashes when
the striped bug came at fo-^r o'clock, a.m., and we watched
the tender leaves, anrl wafpT-orl n'-^iif ar.-^ -

feeble plants. I tell you, Polly," said I, uncorkin^r the
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Bordeaux raspbeny vinegar, " there is not a pea here that
does not represent a drop of moisture wrung from my brow
not a beet that does not stand for a back-ache, not a squash
that has not caused me untold anxiety : and I did hope-
but 1 will say no more."

Observation.-ln this sort of family discussion, " I will
^ay^no more" is the most effective thing you can close up

I am not an alarmist. I hope I am as cool as anybody
this hot summer. But I am quite ready to say to Polly
or any other woman, "You can have tlie ballot; only
leave me the vegetables, or, what is more important the
consciousness of power in vegetables." I see how it isWoman is now supreme in the house. She already
stretches out her hand to grasp the garden. She wiU
graduallrcontrol every thing. Woman is one of the ablest
and most cunning creatures who have ever min<^led in
hunian affixirs. I understand those women who say theydont want the ballot. They purpose to hold the real
power, while we go through the mockery of making lawsThey want the power without the responsibility. (Sup-
pose my squash had not come up, or my beans-as they
threatened at one time-had gone the wrong way: wherewould I have been 1) We are to be held to ali the res
poneibihties. Woman takes the lea<l in all the depart-
ments, leaving us politics only. And what is politics ^
Let me raise the vegetables of a nation, says Polly and I
care not who makes its politics. Here I sat at the' tablearmed with the ballot, but really powerless among my own
vegetables. While we are being amused by the ballowoman is quietly taking things into her own hands
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ELEVENTH WEEK.

T)EEHAPS, after all, it is not what you get out of a
garden, but what you put into it, that is the most

remunerative. What is a man? A. question frequently
asked, and never, so far as I know, satisfactorily answered.
He commonly spends his seventy years, if so many are
given him, in getting ready to enjoy himself How many
hours, how many minutes, does one get of that j.iire

content which is happiness? I do not mean laziness,

which is always discontent ; but that serene enjoyment, in
which all the natural senses have easy play, and the un-
natural ones have a holiday. There is probably nothing
that has such a tranquilizing effect, and leads into such
content, as gardsning. By gardening, I do not mean that
insane desire to raise vegetables which some have ; l)ut

the philosophical occupation of contact with the earth, and
.-mpanionship with gently growing tilings and patient

p ocessesj that exercise which soothes the spirit, and
develops the deltoid muscles.

In half an hour I can hoe myself right away from this
world, as we commonly sec it, into a large place where
there are no obstacles. What an occupation it is for
thought

! The mind broods like a hen on eggs. The
trouble is, that you are not thinking about any thing, but
are really vegetating like the plants around you. I "begin
to know what the joy of the grape-vine is in running up
the treUis, which is similar to that of the squirrel in riiu-

ning up a tree. We all have something in our nature tliat

requires contact with thn pnTfli Tn ih^ oni.'fvdp -^ ^ -^

labor, one gets into a sort of communion with the vegetable
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life, which makes the old n.ythology possible. For in-
stance, I can believe that the dryads are plenty this summer •

my garden IS like an ash-heap. Almost all the moisture
It 1ms had in weeks has been the sweat of honest industry

ihe pleasure of gardening in these days when the ther-
mometer IS at ninety, is one that I fear I shall not be able
to make intelligible to my readers, many of whom do not
appreciate the delight of soaking in the sunshine. I sup-
pose that the sun, going through a man, as it will on such
a day, takes out of him rheumatism, consumption, and
every other disease except sudden death-from sun-stroke
But aside from this, there is an odor from the evergreens"
the hedges, the various plants and vines, that is only ex'
pressed and set afloat at a high temperature, which is deli-
cious

;
and hot as it may be, a little l)reeze will come at

intervals, wJiich can be heard in the tree tops, and which isan unobtrusive benediction. I hear a quail or two whist-Img in the ravine
;
and there is a good deal of frag.nentarv

conversation going on among the birds, even on the warm-
est days. The companionship of Calvin, also, counts for agood deal. He usually attends me, unless I work too
long in one place; sitting down on the turf, displavinr. theermmeof his breast, and watching my movements ^ith
gi-eat mtelhgence. He has a feline and genuine love for
.he beauties of Nature, and will establish himself where
there is a good view, and look on it for hours. He always
accompanies us .^hen we go to gather the vegetables,
seeming to be desirous to know what we are to have for
dinner. He is a connoisseur in the garden; being fond of
almost all the vegetables, except the cucumber,-a diet-
etic hint to man. I believe it is also said that the pic
will not eat tobacco. These are important facts. It is
singular, however, that those who hold up the pigs as
models to us, never hold us up as models to the pigs
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I wish I knew as mucli about natural history and the
habits of animals as Calvin does. He is the closest ob-
server I ever saw ; and there are few species of animals on
the place that he has not analyzed. I think that he has,

to i..se a euphemism very applicable to him, got outside of
every one of them, except the toad. To the toad he is en-

tirely indifferent ; but I presume he knows that the toad
is the most useful animal in the garden. I think the
Agricultural Society ought to oflier a prize for the finest

toad. When Polly conies to sit in the shade near my
strawberry-beds, to shell peas, Calvin is always lying near
in apparent obliviousness ; but not the slightest unusual
sound can be made in the bushes, that he is not alert, and
prepared to investigate the cause of it. It is this habit of

observation, so cultivated, which has given him such a

trained mind, and made him so philoso})hical. It is with-
in the capacity of even the humblest of us to attain this.

And, speaking of the philosophical temper, there is no
class of men whose society is more to be desired for this

quality than that of plumbers. They are the most agree-
able men I know ; and the boys in tlie business be-"-^ to
be agreeable very early. I suspect the secret of it is, that
they arc agreeable by the hour. In the dryest days, my
fountain became disabled : the pipe was stopped up. A
couple of plumbers, with the implements of their craft,

came out to view the situation. There was a good deal of
difference of opinion about where the stoppage was. I
found the plumbers perfectly willing to sit down and talk
about it,—talk by tlie hour. Some of their guesses and
remarks were exceedingly ingenious; and tlieir general
observations on other subjects were excellent in their way
and could hardly have been better if they had been made
by the job. The work dragged a little—as it is apt to do
by the hour. The piumbors had occasion to make me
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several visits Sometimes they would find, upon arrival
that hey had forgotten some indispensable tool ; and one'would ^0 back to the shop, a mile and a half, after it • and
his comrade would await his return with the mostexemplary patience, and sit down and talk,_always by thehour I do not know but it is a habit to have something
wanted at the shop. They seemed to me veiy good worKmen and always willing to stop and talk about the job orany thing else, when I went near them. Kor had theyany of that impetuous hurr:y that is said to be the bane ofour American civHization. To their credit be it said, thatI never observed aiiy thing of it in them. They can Lifordto wait. Two of them will sometimes wait nearly half a^ay while a comrade goes for a tool. They are patient and

philosophical It is a great pleasure to meet such menOne only ^wishes there was some work he could do forAm by the hour. There ought to be reciprocity. I think^ley have very nearly solved the problem of life: it is towork for other people, never for yourself, and get your payby the hou. You then have no anxiety, and'littl work'If you do things by the job, you are perpetually driven •

the hours are scourges. If you work by the hour, you
gently sail on the tream of Time, which is always bearina
you on to the haven of Pay, whether you make an?

li^
- - •

Working by the hour tends to make onemoia
.
A plumber working by the job, trying to unscrew

a rusty, refractory nut, in a cramped position, where thetongs continually slipped off, would swear ; but I never
heard one of them swear, or exhibit the least impatience
at such a vexation, working by the hour. Nothing canmove a man who is paid by the hour. How sweet the
niglit of time seems to his calm mind !
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TWELFTH WEEK.

lYTE. HORACE GREELEY, the introduction of whose
-^'-^ name cunfers an honor upon this page (although I

ought to say that it is used entirely without his consent),

is my sole authority in agriculture. In politics, I do not

dare to follow him ; but in agriculture he is irresistible.

When, therefore, I find him advising Western farmers not

to hill up their corn, I think that his advice must be polit-

ical. You must hill up your corn. People have always

hilled up their corn. It would take a constitutional

amendment to change the practice, that has pertained ever

since maize was raised. "It will stand the drought better,"

says Mr. Gre<jley, '' if the ground is left level." I have corn

in my garden, ten and twelve feet high, strong and lusty,

standing the drought like a grenadier; and it is hiUed.

In advising this radical change, Mr. Greeley evidently has

a political purpose. He might just as well say that you

should not hill beans, when everybody knows that a " hill

of beans" is one of the most expressive symbols of dispar-

agfcuent. When I become too lazy to hill my corn, I,

too, shall go into politics.

I am satisfied that it is useless to try to cultivate

" pusley." I set a little of it one side, and gave it some

extra care. It did not thrive as well as that which I was

fighting. The fact is, there is a spirit of moral perversity

in the plant which makes it grow the more, the more it is

interfered with. I am satisfied of that. I doubt if any

one has raised more "pusley" this year than I have ; and

my warfare with it lias been continual. I\either of us

has slept much. If you combat it, it will grow, to use an

iff-
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expression that will be unc]eKtn„,l ^
J-il. I have a neighbo/ „ "Irf I

'"™^' '*" *^-

i-t, and a pe^on oiVdXl '"*:"
,"7', '"^^"^

.

me an acre of tuvnips reeen Iv A f f
'"""''' """" "»

to look at his crop and h, f^ \ 7 ^'''" ''^'"' ""^ «»'
««I with a thick a'ndlL-

'" '"''"' «™™'' »'-

t»„ip.top wored : hirr^r''"' "' """^'"^'" '"*

»

have seldon. seen sot^ fi m" T T T""''
^

bor next time to sow "pu^^ey » and h T' "^ ""*=*

few turnips. I wish theT ' " '"' '"'S'" got a

markets f^r "p'j ' !~T ^™""1 - «- city

It does not take a . e t nat to ' T'"™"''
"•

«i-.g any thin«, the^e ^ ^ "T TT' ''^'' "^

»talk and leaf, and the fr, i t , ." *" «"' '"">

portion. I plant and hoe : U f^r ir''""''"''a«d stout, ind waves its broad leave hidT;!
"""

and IS months in perfeeting itself and th w ' ""''

onough for a dinner Tt
° ,'"'"'' *™ y'«Ws us not

»,-to take the ^L o tTly""\'"Y",*"
^°

t"tili.ers, to wax l„..„.,ant and d'spo^ tJ? jfT "'
mer air, and with very little thouoht „7 ,

" ™""
to me. I might go aU tht^ '^'',,'flf

^^.-'"n
with a simUar result. I have hZl 7.

f™'t-t>'ees

was very little land to tli ac It? "" "'"" *»-
that there is a great deal of v getabk ."""T' ^ "™'
the result produced. I do .rt'^mX Ifts

""fcamiot expect vegetables to be better tinn , ,
"'

make a great deal of ostentations ^1 ^\'"::; -:;
'"^^,

them come to no result at last. vLZl I, I
"'

of leaf and woo.l the less fruit ti ,

'"™' "'"'»-

is thrown in here in olf 1 . T
"'"'""''''"'j' '^'"eetion

in comparison
"''"' ''"''-''"^^ ««o» oheerful

vegetable activity and aggressions ,vith the pruning-knife'
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Vigorous and rapid growth is, however, a necessity to the
sport. To prune feeble plants and shrubs is like acting
the part of dry-nurse to a sickly orphan. You must feel

the blood of nature bound under your hand, and get the
thrill of its life in your nerves. To control and culture a
strong, thrifty plant, in this way, is like steering a ship
under full headway, or driving a locomotive with your
hand on the lever, or pulling the reins over a fast horse
when his blood and tail are up. I do not understand, by
the way, the pleasure of the jockey in setting up the tail

of the horse artificially. If I had a horse with a tail not
able to sit up, I should feed the horse, and curry him into
good spirits, and let him sot up his own tail. When I
see a poor, spiritless horse going by with an artificially set-

up tail, it is only a signal of distress. I desire to be sur-
rounded only by healthy, vigorous plants and trees, which
require constant cutting-in and management. Merely to
cut away dead branches is like perpetual attendance at a
funeral, and puts one in low spirits. I want to have a
garden and orchard rise up and meet me every mornin^^,

with the request to ''lay on, Macduff." I respect old age

;

but an old currant-bush, hoary with mossy bark, is a mel-
ancholy spectacle.

I suppose the time has come when I am expected to say
something about fertilizers : all agriculturists do. When
you plant, you think you cannot fertilize too much : when
you get the bills for the manure, you think you cannot
fertilize too little. Of course, you do not expect to get
the value of the manure back in fruits and vegetables ; but
something is due to science,—to chemistry in particular.

You must have a knowledge of soils, must have your soils

analyzed, and then go into a course of experiments to find

what it needs. It needs analyzing,—that, I am clear

about
:
everything needs tliat. You had better have the

ft'
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Oil analyzed before you buy : if there is " puslev" in itlet
.

alone. 8ee if it i. „ eoa that requires much hoein!'

Jiat when you come to fertilizing, if I andeTst^ST

rrr,"""°r'
^°" °^-

"'
" that":ruirat^sswallow you up,_farm ami all. It is the great subject ofmodem tnnos, how to fertilize without ruinous oxpen eh w n ,h„rt, not to starve the earth to death while we ~tour hvrng out of it. Practically, the business is ha."/the ta. e of a pc,.on of a poetic turn of mind. The details

Zl^: i
""''^ TT *"''^' ""-^^ 8"" Ws mind totertJumg. It ,s much plcasanter and easier to fertUize

And th,s Ws me to say, that, in carrying on a gardenyourself, you must have a "consulting" gaJencr thaU.amantodoth,. heayand unpleasa.u work t; suth ^-» I say, >n language used by Demosthenes to the^themans, and which is my advice to all gardened
"Fertili^,, fertUize, fertUize !'

gardeners.

! fi
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T FIND that gardening has unsurpassed advantages for

-*- the study of natural history ; and some scientific facets

have come under my own observation, which cannot fail to

interest naturalists and un-naturalists in about the same
degree. Much, for instance, has been written about the

toad, an animal without which no garden would be com-

plete. But little account has been made of his value : the

beauty of his eye alone has been dwelt on; and little

has been said of his mouth, and its important function as

a fly and bug trap. His habits, and even his origin, have

been misunderstood. Why, as an illustration, are toads so

plenty after a thunder-showor ? All my life long, no one

has been able to answer me that question. Why after a

heavy shower, and in the midst of it, do such multitudes

of toads, especially little ones, hop about on the gravel-

walLs ! For many years I believed that they rained down

;

and I suppose many people think so still. They are so

small, and they come in such numbers only in the shower,

that the supposition is not a violent one. *' Thick as toads

after a shower," is one of our best proverbs. I asked an

explanation of this of a thoughtful woman,—indeed, a

leader in the great movement to have all the toads hop in

any direction, without any distinction of sex or religion.

Her reply was, that the toads come out during the shower

to get water. This, however, is not the fact. I have dis-

covered that they come out not to get water. I deluged

a dry flower-bed, the other night, with pailful after pailful

of water. Instantly the toads came out of their holes in

tiie dirt, by tens and twenties and fifties, to escape death

by drowning. The big ones fled away in a ridiculous

'11'

;6:|

i
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1

facte, with tl„. dnwinl ,
''° ''""" "• 'J'l'ow

Th dome™ c w
'.,""™"'' '^ "'° ^'"'"f «-"'•

other peoplol r,
'

Z "'° ""*"^ "^ *" '»'! ofloopio. a voiy reasonable desire Th.. ,

Po»ed that he should be allowed tl e tl,

"" ''""

grounds for his cow. I I °J1:,,^
""' '^ «™» »»"' ">y

'-» my ga.,le„
; k„ew h r I L7;;""""« "f»

^ad

which struck n,e as a litfl l

^"'
"'V''

^'^^ "f ^or feet,

Having no cow n^v,!, .
"" ^^ *" ^'''^« "f "» hody.

W, I toUlLl '.. * :??""""'" -'h my neigh,

have the gra H .
' t '

™''"'' ''''^ f™ hirn to

nicely cut. LTto ;reow"':r' '"
""r'

*" ^'^
time after the grass nil !.•

"'• ^ ™"«' """e

=>iO not appear Thrr^" ^^^ »^'' - ""^ neighbor

than he promptly appeared ,,1 , .
""" ™' " •^™^-

earried it aw.ay h'C ?"'''"' "" ""'' "f "• ""d

portunity. When th^^
"'"'"""^ '«e„ waiting that op-

not appear witl Ws Ig " T7 "*""""' "" "^'«"bor did

cow tethered on th Z^^ '.:'" T """'"« ' ''°™'^ "«
a short distance fromX Lo^e TWrs''^ t^^''"'^^'r.ian's idea of the best w,v t^ 1 .,

°""°'' '" ^ the

have the cow Lj w T ,
°™'- ^ '"''*«' 'o

P""upthestakt:ndt::SrlrTeldl '"'™''''"
'°

garden, but especially becaut f her vot "°si'"1
'"

!!"

-ostdistressitgti^rirrr'frr "
^^

»

-e...iiiaei utthe brevity of lite
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jvnd tlie shortness of feed. It is uiii)li'asant to the family.

Wo soiiiotiiMos hear it in the middle of the night, breaking
the Hih;nce like a suggestion of coming calamity. It i.s as

bad as the howling of a dog at a funeral.

I told the man about it ; but he seemed to tlunk that ho
was not responsible for the cow's voice. I then told him
to take her away

; and he did, at intervals shifting her to

different parts of the grounds in my absence, so that the

desolate voice would startle us from unexpected quarters.

If I were to unhileh the cow, and turn her loose, 1 knew
where she would go. If T were to lead her away, the

question was, AVhere? for I did not ftmcy leading a cow
about till 1 could lind somebody who was willing to pasture

her. To this dilemn)a had my excellent neighbor rediiced

me. But I found him, one Sunday morning,—a day
when it would not do 1 1 get angry,—tying his C(jw at th(!

foot of the hill; cho beas; all the time going on in that

abominable voice . I told : he man that I could not have
the cow in the gro ;

n!s He said, " All right, boss ;" but
he did not go away. I asked him t(j clear out. The man,
who is a French sympathizer from tlie Kepublic of Ireland,

kept his temper perfectly. He said he wasn't doing any
thing, just feeding his cow a bit : he wouldn't make me
the least trouble in the world. I reminded him that he
had been told again and again not to come here ; that he
might have all the grass, but he should not bring his cow
upon the premises. The imperturbable man assented to

every thing -that I said, and kept on feeding his cow. Be-

fore I got him to go to fresh scenes and pastures new, the

sabbath was almost broken : but it was saved by one
thing

; it is difficult to be emphatic when no one is

emphatic on the other side. The man and his cow have

taught me a gi-eat les'^on, which I shall recall when I keep

a cow. I can recommend this cow, if anybody wants one,
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^ a. on the 3^.^;:'.:^:,tuX™'"^'
"•"- -'>°

brushed ra^ne Thfa bW "^ "°°''''^' ''"^'>^<'' ™d

^- or aUve, o„ Itr,11^^^ ;.
flesh, Its domestic virtues and if« i

^ "^^^^^ '*^ ^^nder

^Mea although i.n^2:t2^r:zs tf;sort of thine- T litp fr> i.„ ' ^ ^^ •'^at

Eng,.h 4"'ir^'ir'v-:zr'0: :^game-law was o«, and the young qual 1.. ^^"^ "''

were awakened one morntarLTJi"""""""'^' ™' '™

in the J: h "aH* "^r'^"'-™' ™'> ^^^
breaking down^fhrrS^rS?, ;r'^rha'r

but'never™S S^i, TeHr " '^
T°""'^^

^'"''

but, before on! could dl,1 ™
T\t""t

^'"™^'

would retire.
«" *» '""^ '^^on'- """y

One morning, about four o'clock, I heavrl tl,„ i, „,

anothoIwiuTw,-"^
"°"'"^ """^•^ ''--^") A"" to

"The blessed damozel leaned out
From the gold bar of lieaven,-"

and reconnoitered from behind the blinds.

•^Thev-onder was not yet quite gone
i rom thai still look of hers,"
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when an armed man and a legged dog appeared in the

opening. I was vigilantly watching him. .

" And now
She spoke through the still weather."

" Are you afraid to speak to him?" asked Polly. Not
exactly,

"she spoke as when
The stars sang in their spheres."

Stung by this enquiry, I leaned out of the window till

" The bar / loaned on (was) warm,"

and cried,

—

" Halloo, there ! What are you do'.ig?"

"Look out he don't shoot you," called out Polly from
the other window, suddenly going on auother^tack.

I explained that a sportsman would not be likely to

shoot a gentlf^man in his own li use, with bird-shot, so

long as quails were to be had.

'* You have no business here : what are you after 1" I

repeated.

" Looking for a lost hen," said the man, as he strode

away.

The reply was so satisltictory and conclusive that I shut

the blinds, and went to bed.

But one evening, I overhauled ono of the poacliers.

Hearing liis dog in the thicket, I rushed through the

brush, and came in sight of the hunter as he was retreat-

ing down the road. He came to a halt ; and we had
some conversation in a high key. Of course, I threatened

to prosecute him. I believe that is tlie thing to do in

such casus ; but how I was to do it, when I did not know
his name or ancestry, and couldn't see his face, never oc-

I
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curred to me, (1 ,.„„,„,.t„r, „„„, that . fa„„„r „„ee „„

pasatar-^xL "^ '5T
""'' "' "'°''- "P about tre..

" But these aro private gromids "

"Private h-
r wa,s all his response.

You can't argue much M-ith a man who lias a gun in hishands, when you have none. Besides it Jl\ ,
needle-gun, for aught I knew. I g," t' ,

'

2]
'

arated. ^ ^^ "P' ^"^^ we sep-

There is this disadvantage about leaving a game preserve attached to your garden
: it makes life too My'
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TlSr these golden latter August days, Nature has come to
-*- a serene equilibrium. Having flowered and fruited,

she is enjoying herself. I can see how things are going :

it is a down-hill business after this; but, for the time

being, it is like swinging in a hammock,—such a delicious

air, such a graceful repose ! I take off my hat as I stroll

imto the garden and look about ; and it does seem as if

Nature had sounded a truce. I didn't ask for it. I went
out with a hoe ; but the serene sweetness disarms me.
Thrice is he armed who has a long-handled-hoe, with a
double blade. Yet to-day I am almost ashamed to appear

in such a belligerent fashion, with this terrible mitrail-

leuse of gardening.

The tomatoes are getting tired of ripening, and are be-

ginning to go into a worthless condition,—green. The
cucumbers cumber the ground,—great yellow, over-ripe

objects, no more to be compared to the crisp beauty of

their youth than is the fat swine of the stye to the clean

little pig. The nutmeg-melons, having covered themselves

with delicate lace-work, are now ready to leave the vine.

I know they are ripe if they come easily ofl the stem.

Moral Observations.—You can tell when people are ripe

by their willingness to let go. Richness and ripeness are

not exactly the same. The rich are apt to hang to the

stem with tenacity. I have nothing against the rich. If

1 were not virtuous, I should like to be rich. But we can-

not have every thing, as the man said when he was down
,r«n S> -V.i.
JCiiUn-iCVCi CUiiXU iiilO

the neighborhood.
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Nos^, the grapes, soaked in this linuir] „nU .oil i

•

b^n to turn, „i„af„I of the inj^cttt'.'t! "™ of: :'^:

of the blessings of having an open garden is tha t,l !have to watch my fruit • a ,U,L , .
''° ""'

let it waste no tiL iL ^t L"
.""Tt: t

'"^'' ^^^

Bible to grow a variety of m-ape life tb„ ,

""' P°'"

that should explode i^.the^Z b 'heT'ZulTsueh a nice border for the garden,_a lZ7lZ Impe. The peaK, too, are getting russeT an, b
^ °,

here and the,, amid the Shining lo'l!, T

'

ruddy as the cbeek of tK. w .T^ ' °™ 8'eams as

«. they say aiiUofbr::;\ii*:?,Xd"

The garden is peace as much a^ if n-

Even the man's cow lies dZ und l^JZ^r'Tman has tied her, with such an ai of co„:;":;
! T^have small desire to distm-b her SheT n,

' ^

as if it were he... W-U eat « a.d >

""^ "^ '="='

brute. I have not the L:! :« u^J^^tr"""^away .and it would do no good if 1Z^ ^uMnV;:It. ThemanhasnotatakiuKwav M„Li "'""' "»

creature. The frost will soon cL "X"' '""'"'"'

brown. I will be charitableIX «',f^^T luTl"'^tmues
;
for our benevolences must soon be ^ d to otbaud more distant objects,-the amelioratio^Tthrcfrtion of the Jews, the education of theolo„V,l

in the West, and the like.

'heologieal young men

I do not know that these appearances are deceitful- K, ,
1 sufficiently know that this is a wi„tM !„,.'.' ' ^'
that I have t^enit on shares. In-f.t;i';::i;;::S
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the pears alcne, not to speak of eating tlieiii. When I

climb the trees, and throw down the (hisky fruit, Polly

catches it in h«r apron : nearly always, hoAvever, letting

go when it drops, the fall is so sudden. The sun gets in

her face ; and, every time a pear comes down, it is a sur-

prise, like liaving a tooth out, she says.

<* If I couldn't hold an apron better t!; n that !"— But
the sentence is not finished : it is useless to finish that

sort of a sentence in this delicious weather. Besides, con-

versation is dangerous. As, for instance, towards evening

I am preparing a bed for a sowing of turnips,—not that I

like turnips in the least ; but this is the season to sow
them. Polly conies out, and extemporizes her usual seat

to " consult me" about matters while I work. I well

know that something is coming.

" This is a rotation of crops, isn't it T
" Yes : I have rotated the gone-to-seed lettuce off, and

expect to rotate the turnips in ; it is a political fashion."

" Isn't it a shame that the tomatoes are all getting ripe

at once 1 What a lot of squashes ! 1 wish Ave had an
oyster-bed. Do you want me to help you any more than
I am helping 1"

" No, I thank you." (I wonder what all this is about?")
" Don't you think we could sell some strawberries next

year 1"

" By all means, sell any thing. We shall no doubt get
rich out of this acre."

" Don't be foolish."

And now

!

" Don't you tlnnk it would be nice to have a?"— And
Polly unfolds a small scheme of benevolence, which is not
quite enough to break me, and is really to be executed in.

an economical manner. " Wouldn't that be nice 1"

" Oh, yes ! And where is the money to come from?"
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"I thought we hid agreed to sell the strawberries »

if J:T7^' /'"' ' '^'"^ "^ "°^^^ "^^1^^ «^«r« «^oneyu we sc'id the plants now." ^
"Well," said Polly, concluding the whole matter «Iam going to do it." And, having thus "consulted" me

Polly goesa-vay; and I put in the tuD.p-secd. -juite thick'
determined to raise enough to .sril. i;ut m.i ev 'o this
mercenary thought can ruffle my raix.i as I rake o*' the
loamy b.^i. I notice, however, th.: the .pri..-. sir^-ii has
gone out of the dirt. That went into the firat crop

In this peaceful urason wii.]i yielding nature, I was a
httle taken ..hack to n^.d that a new enemy had turned ..pThe celery a..d just rubbed through the fiery .cor<>hing of
the drought, and stood . famt -hance to grw when I
noticed on the green leaves ., bi. greon-ancl-black worm,

,r;V
'"' ^^^ celery-worm

; but I don't know who
called him

;
I am sure I did not. It was almost ludicrous

tLa.. he should turn up here, just at the end of the season
^aen I supposed that my war wiin the living animals was
over. \et he was, no doubt, pre<]e.tinated ; for he went
to work as cheerfully as if he had arrived in June, when
everything was fresh and vigorous. It beats me-Nature
does. I doubt not, that, if I were t. leave my garden for
a week, it wouldn't know me on my return. The patch I
scratched over for the turnips, and left as clean as earth
IS already fuU of ambitious "pusley," which grows with
all the confidence of youth and the skill of old age It
heats the serpent as an emblem of immortality. While aU
the others of us in the garden rest and sit in comfort a
moment, upon the summit of the summer, it is as rampant
and vicious as ever. It accepts no armistice.
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TT is said that absence conq'iors all things, love included;

-*- but it has a contrary e licet on a garden. I was ab-

sent for two or three weeks. I left my garden a paradise,

as paradises go in this protoplastic world ;
and, when I

returned, the trail of the serpent was over it all, so to

speak. (This is in addition to the actual snakes in it,

which are large enough to strangle children of average

size.) I asked Polly if she had seen to the garden Avliile

I was away, and she said she had. I found that all the

melons had been seen to, and the early grapes and pears.

The green worm had also seen to about half the celery ;

and a large flock of apparently perfectly domesticated

chickens were roaming over the ground, gossiping in the

hot September sun, and picking up any odd trifle that

might be left. On the whole, the garden could not have

been better seen to ; though it would take a sharp eye to

see the potato-vines amid the rampant grass and weeds.

The new strawberry-plants, for one thing, had taken

advantage of my absence. Every one of them had sent

out as many scarlet runners ,s an Indian tribe has. Some

of them had blossomed ; and a few had gone so far as to

bear ripe berries,—long, pear-shaped fruit, lianging like

the ear-pendants of an East-Indian bride. I could not

but admire the persistence of these zealous plants, which

seemed determined to propagate themselves both by seeds

and roots, and make sure of immortality in some way.

Even the Colfax variety was as ambitious as the others,

^f^.p.-p Tip^yirjrf a.pf>|i tlio (Ittcliuit!" lettsp of iVTr. ('olfax. I did

not suppose that this vine would run any more, and in-
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ten, eel to root it out. But one can never say what thesepohtimns mean
;
and I shall let this variety grow untU

after the next election, at least ; although I hear that the
fruit IS small, and rather sour. If there is any varietyof s rawLorries that really declines to run, and devotes
Itself to a private life of fruit-bearing, I should like to get
It. I may mention here, since we are on politics, that the
iJoohttle raspberries had sprawled all over the strawberrv-
beds

:
so true is it that politics makes strange bed-feUows-

^ut another enemy had come into the strawberries,
which after all that has been said in these papei., I am
almost ashan,ed to mention. But does the preacher in the
pulpit, Sunday after Sunday, year after year, shrink from
speaking of sin ? I refer, of course, to the greatest 6nemy
of mankind, i p-sl-y." The ground was carpeted with itI should thmk that this was the tenth crop of the season •

and It was as good as the first. I see no reason why our
northern soil is not as prolific as that of the tropics, and
will not produce as many crops in the year. The mistakewe make IS in trying to force things that are not natural to
It. I have no doubt, that, if we turn our attention to

])usley, we can beat the world.
I had no idea, untH recently, how generaUy this simple

and hrifty plant is feared and hated. Far beyond what
I had regarded as the bounds of civilization, it is held as
one of the mysteries of a fallen world ; accompanying thehome missionary on his wanderings, and preceding the
foofateps of the Tract Society. I was, n. 1 1 .g ago in the
Adirondacks. We had built a camp for the niglt L th
heart of the woods, high up on John's Brook, and near the
foot of Mount Marcy

: I can see the lovely spot now It
was on the bank of the crystal, rocky stream, at the foot
of high and slender falls, which poured into a broad, amber
basin, uut of this basin we had just taken trout enough
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for our supper, which had been killed, and roasted over the

fire on sharp sticks, and eaten hefore they had an oppor-

tunity to feel the chill of this deceitful world. We were

lying under the hut of spruce-bark, on fragrant hemlock

boughs, talking, after supper. In front of us was a huge

fire of birch-logs ; and over it we could see the top of the

falls glistening in the moon-light; and the roar of the falls,

and the brawling of the stream near us, filled all the

ancient woods. It was a scene upon which one would

think no thought of sin could enter. We were talking

with old Phelps, the guide. Old Phelps is at once guide,

philosopher, and friend. He knows the woods and

streams and mountains, and their savage inhabitants, as

well as we know all our rich relations, and what they are

doing ; and, in lonely bear-hunts and sable-trappings, he

has thought out and solved most of the problems of life.

As he stands in his wood-gear, he is as grizzly as an old

cedar tree ; and he speaks in a high falsetto voice, which

would be invaluable to a boatswain in a storm at sea.

We had been talking of all subjects about which

rational men are interested,—bears, panthers, trapping,

the habits of trout, the tariff, the internal revenue (to wit,

the injustice of laying such a tax on tobacco, and nciie on

dogs ;
" There ain't no dog in the United States, ,ys the

guide, at the top of his voice, " that earns his living"), the

Adventists, the Gomer Grat, Horace Greeley, religion, the

propagation of seeds in the wilderness (as, for instance,

where were the seeds lying for ages, that spring up into

certain plants and flowers as soon as a spot is cleared any-

where in the most remote forest ; and why does a growth

of oak trees always come up after a growth of pine has been

removed?)—in short, we had pretty nearly re.if'hed a

solution of many mysteries, when Phelps 8udde;ily ex-

claimed with uncommon energy,

—

f-

4-
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"Wall there's one thing that beats me !"

^^

Whau thatr- we asked .vith undisguised curiosity

feeble school Lrt of L t « """"' """^ ""'^ »

but T fr»l th,* T
"""'•

' *« my hoe, and berin •

^ke MdTl ™™'™^' "«^-^' --«>">« »'>°3e rool'

^

By the time a man get3 to be eighty, I. !earn, th,,t 1,

garden in the spnng. not dou^i / hat I ^hoTd.':'"7
wnica IS at ictst six thousand years o]d s,

' t kW -.illio,^, „.,,,,,^^,,J^^^ ^--^ be-

T...-' .1 ^ ^
^ ^^'^"^ ^^ ^^hat are c-Jled "Ear-L.^,osc, —therowsH lii<l ie,q fTmr. ti,.„ i> ^

'

ie.?5? tJian three feet apart; but
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the vines came to an »rly close in the drought. Digging

potatoes is a pleasant. >thing occupation, hut not poetical.

It is good for the min , unless they are too small (as many
of mine are) ; when it begets a want of gratitude to the

bountiful earth. What small potatoes we all are, com-

pared with what we might be ! "Wo don't plough deep

enough, any of Uf^, for one thing. I shall put in the

plough next year, and give the tubers room enough. I

think they felt the lack of it this year : many of them
seemed ashamed to come out so small. There is a great

pleasure in turning out the brown-jacketed fellows into the

sunshine of a royal September day, and seeing them glisten

as they lie thickly strewn on the warm soil. Life has few
such moments. But then they must be picked up. The
picking-up, in this Avorld, is always the unpleasant part "f it.

Mil
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J DO not hold myself bound to answer the question,

. ^7f^^'^"^"S P-^ ? it is so difficult to define what
IB mean by paying. There is a popular notion, that,
unlBB. a thing pays, you had bettor let it alone ; and I ma^
say that there is a public opinion that will not let a man
or woman continue in the indulgence of a fancy that doesnot pay. And public opinion is stronger than the legisla-
ture, and nearly as strong as the ten commandments: I
therefore yield to popular clamor when I discuss the profitof my garden. ^

As I look at it, you might as weU ask, Does a subsetpay
!

I know that a sunset is eommoniy looked on as acheap e„terta>nu„.„t; but it is reaUy one of the most ex-
pensive. It ,s true that we ean all have front soate, andwe do not exactly need to dress for it as we do for theopera; but the eonditions under which it is to be enjoyed
are mher dear An,„ng then. I sho,ad name a good suitof clothes, mcludi.v: some trifling ornament,-not in-

middle for the other. I should add also a good dinner,
well eooked and digestible; and the eost of a fair educj
hon, extended, perhaps, through generationr. in which
sen8,bd,tyand love of beauty grew, mat I mean is
tha ,f a man is hungry and naked, and half a savage, orwith the love of beauty undeveloped in him, a sunse isthrown away on him: so that it appears that the con-
ditions of the enjoyment of sunset are as eostly as any
thing m our civilization.

''
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Of coimsn. tlien; in no such tlnng as absolute value in

this world. You can only estiniato what a thing is worth
to you. Uoes gardening in a city pay? You might as

well ask if it pays to keep hens, or !i trotting-horse, or to

wear a gold ring, or to keep your lawn cut, or your hair

cut. It is as you like it. In a certain sense, it is a sort

of profanation to consider if my garden pays, or to set a
money-value upon my delight in it. I fear that you could

not put it in money. Job had the right idea in his mind
when he asked, " Is there any taste in the white of an

egg?" Suppose there is not ! What ! shall I set a price

upon the tender asi)aragus or the crisp lettuce, which
made the sweet spring a reality ? Shall I turn into mer-

chandise the red strawberry, the pale, green pea, the high-

Havored rasi)berry, the sanguinary beet, that love-plant the

tomato, and the corn which did not waste its sweetness on

the desert air, but, after flowing in a sweet rill through all

our summer life, mingled at last with the engaging bean in

a pool of succotash ? Shall I compute in figures what daily

freshness and health and delight the garden yields, let

alone the large crop of anticipation I gathered as soon as

the first seeds got above ground ? I appeal to any garden-

ing man of sound mind, if that which pays him best in

gardening is not that which he cannot show in his trial-

balance. Yet I yield to public opinion, when I proceed

to make such a balance ; and I do it with the utmost con-

fidence in figures.

I select, as a representative vegetable, in order to esti-

mate the cost of gardening, the potato. In my statement

I shall not include the interest on the value of land. I

throw in the land, because it would otherwise have stood

idle : the thing general! raised on city land is taxes. I

therefore make the following statement of the cost and

income of my potato-crop, a part of it estimated in con-
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nection with other garden labor. I have tried to make it
so as to satisfy the income lax-collector :—

Ploughing.... Dr.
Seed !...!.!.'."!! ^^-^^
Manure '.....!! ^-^0

Assistance in planting and disdnffS\Vqv« ^'^

0.85

'^°*^^'=o«t "llLGO

Total return ~$50^
Balance^ profit in cellar ©32^90

Some of these items need explanation. I have charged
nothing for my own time waiting for the potatoes to grow.My time in hoeing, lighting weeds, &c., is put in at five
days

:
it m«y have been a little more. Nor have I put in

anything for cooling drinks while hoeing. I leave this
out from principle, because I always recommend water to
others. I had some difficulty in fixing the rate of myown wages. It was the first time 1 had an opportunity
of pajang what I thought labor was worth; ard I deter-
mined to make a good thing of it for once. I figured it
right down to I^uropean prices,-seventeen cents a day for
unskilled labor. Of course I boarded myself. I ought to
say that I fixed the wages after the work was done, or I
might have been tempted to do as some masons did who
worked lor mo at four doUars a day. They lay in the
shade and slept the sleep of honest toil full half the time-at least all the time that I was away. I have reason to
believe, that when the wages of mechanics are raised to
eight and ten doUars a day, the workmen will not ^ome HaU

:
they will merely send their cards.
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I do" not see any possible fault in the above figures. I

ought to say that I deferred putting a value on the

potatoes until I had footed up the debit column. This is

always the safest way to do. I had twenty-five bushels.

I roughly estimated that there are one hundred good ones

to the bushel. Making my own market-price, I asked

two cents apiece for them. This I should have considered

dirt cheap last June, when I was going down the rows

with the hoe. If any one thinks that two cents each is

high, let him try to raise them.

Nature is "awful smart." I intend to be compliment-

ary in saying so. She shows it in little things. I have

mentioned my attempt to put in a few modest turnips,

near the close of the season. I sowed the seeds, by thv.

way, in the most liberal manner. Into three or four short

rows I presume I put enough to sow an acre ; and they

all came up,—came up as thick as grass, as crowded and

useless as babies in a Chinese village. Of course they

had to be thinned out ; that is, pretty much all pulled up
;

and it took me a long time ; for it takes a conscientious

man some time to decide which are the best and healthiest

plants to spare. After all, I spared too many. That is

the great danger everywhere in this world (it may not be

in the next) ; things are too thick : we lose all in grasping

for too much. The Scotch say, that no man ought to thin

out his own turnips, because he will not sacrifice enough

to leave room for the remainder to grow : he shoidd get

his neighbor, who does not care for the plants, to do it.

But this is mere talk, and aside from the point: if there is

anything I desire to avoid in these agricultural papers, it

is digression. I did think, that putting in these turnips

80 late in the season, when general activity had ceased,

and in a remote part of the garden, they would pass Uii-

noticed. But Nature never even winks, as I can see.

it'll

!
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The tender blades were scarcely out of the ground, v,ho„she eent a ™ „ ^W^ ^^^ „^.^^ ^^^^ ^
In

leayes. They speeddy made lace-work of the whole bedThus everything appear to have its special enemy-
except perhaps, p y ,. „oai„g ,,,, ^^^^^^^ ^,^^/'

i)id the Concord grape ever come to more luscious per-fection than this year* or yield so abundantlyr ^egolden sunshme has passed into them, and disteJed theirpurple skms almost to bursting. Such heavy clusters '

auch bloom
! such sweetness ! such meat and drink in the r

been, if he had only signed the pledge when he was ayo.uig man
! I have taken off clusters'that were as compact and almost as large as the Black Hamburgs. It isdow work picking them. I do not see how the'gatherers

for the vintage ever get off enough. It takes so long todisen angle the bunches from the leaves, and the interlay
ing vines, and the supporting tendrils; and then I lu,e tohold up each bunch and look at it in the sunlight, and
get the fragrance and the bloom rfit, and show it to Polly

a tte hi ,i
^''^ ^'"^^^ " ''"° ''« basket.But we have other company. The robin, the most know-ing and greedy bird out of paiudise (I trust he will alwaysbe kept ou

), has discovered that the grape-crop is nncouimon y good, and has come back, with his who e tribe a^d

r„stb \"
"" " ™ '" P^"-'"-- H" know t^ripest bunches as well as anybody, and tries them aU.If he wcuild take a whole bunch he™ and the™, say halfth number, and beoff with it, I should not so much cai.Bu he wdl not. He pecks away at all the bunches, andspoils as many as he can. Tt ,0 «„,„ i, . ., '

T,. .

' """ "^ VTUUL south.
There ,s no pettier sight, to my eye, than a gardener
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on a ladder in his grape-arbor, in these golden days, select-

ing the heaviest clusters of grapes, and handing them down

to one and another of a group of neighbours and friends,

who stand under the shade of the leaves, flecked with the

sunlight, and cry, "How sweet !" "What nice ones i" and

the like,—remarks encouraging to the man on the ladder.

It is great pleasure to see people eat grapes.

Moral Truth.—I have no doubt that grapes taste best

in other people's mouths. It is an old notion that it is

easier to be generous than to be stingy. I am convinced

that the majority of people would be generous from selHsh

motives, if they had the opportunity.

Fhilosnphical Observation.—Nothing sliows one who his

friends are, like prosperity and ripe fiuit. I had a good

friend in the country, whom T almost never visited except

in cherry-time. By your fruits you shall know them.

,,,i ,
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T LIKE to go into the garden these warm latter days,
-- and muse. To muse is to sit in the sun and not think

of any thing. I am not sure but goodness comes out of

people who bask in the sun, as it does out of a sweet

apple roasted before the fire. The late September and
October sun of this latitude is something like the sun of

extreme Lower Italy : you can stand a good deal of it,

and apparently soak a winter supply into the system. If

one only could take in his winter fuel in this way ! The
next great discovery wiU, very likely, be the conservation

of sunlight. In the correlation of forces, I look to see the

day when the superfluous sunshine will bo utilued ; as,

for instance, that which has burned up my celery this

year will be converted into a force to work the garden.

This sitting in the sun amid the evidences of a ripe

year, is the easiest part of gardening I have experienced.

But what a combat has gone on here ! What vegetable

passions have run the whole gamut of ambition, selfish-

ness, greed of place, fruition, satiety, and now rest here in

the truce of exhaustion ! What a battle-field, if one may
look upon it so ! The corn has lost its ammunition, and
staclied arms in a slovenly, militia sort of style. The
ground vines are torn, trampled, and withered; and the

ungathered cucumbers, worthless melons, and golden

squashes, lie about, like the spent bombs and exploded

shells of a battle-field. So the cannon-balls lay on the

sandy plain before Eort Fisher, after the capture. So the

ttreat. grassy meadow at Munich, any morning durins the

October Feat, is strewn with the empty beer-mugs.

M'
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History constantly repeats itself. There is a largo crop

of moral reflections in my garden, which anybody is at

liberty to gather who passes this way.

I have tried to get in any thing that offered temptation

to sin. There would be no thieves if there was nothing to

steal ; and I suppose, in the thieves' catechism, the pro-

vider is as bad as the thief; and, probably, I am to olamo

for leaving out a few winter-pears, which some predatory

boy carried off on Sunday. At Ih-st, I was angry, and

said I should like to have caught the urchin in the act

;

but, on second thought, I was glad I did not. The inter-

view could not have been pleasant. I shouldn't have

known what to do with him. The chances are, that he

would have escaped away with his pockets full, and jibed

at mo from a safe distance. And, if I had got my hands

on him, I should have been still more embarrassed. If I

had flogged him, he would have got over it a good deal

sooner than I should. That sort of boy does not mind

castigation any more than he does tearing his trousers in

the brier,5. If I had treated him with kindness, and con-

ciliated him with grapes, showing him the enormity of his-

oftence, I suppose he would have come the next night,

and taken the remainder of the grapes. The truth is, that

the public morality is lax on the subject of fruit. If any

body puts arsenic or gunpowder into his water-melons, he

is universally denounced as a stingy old murderer by the

community. A great many people regard growing fruit as

lawful prey, who would not think of breaking into your

cellar to take it. I found a man once in my raspberry-

bushes, early in the season, when we were waiting for a

dish-full to ripen. Upon inquiring what he was a])out, he

said lie was only eating some ; and the operation seemed

to be 50 natural and simple that I disliked to disturb him.

And I am not very sure that one has a right to the whole

ill
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I

of an abundant crop of fruit until he has gathered it. At
least, in a city garden, one might as well conform his

theory to the practice of the community.

As for children (and it sometimes looks as if the chief

products of my garden were small boys and hens), it is

admitted tliat they are barbarians. There is no exception

among them to this condition of barbarism. This is not

to say that they are not attractive; for they liave the

virtues as well as the vices of a primitive people. It is

lield by some naturalists, that the child is only a zoophyte,

with a stomach, and feelers radiating from it in search of

something to fill it. It is true that a child is always

hungry all over : but he is also curious all over ; and liis

curiosity is excited about as early as his hunger. He
immediately bqgins to put out his moral feelers into the

unknown and the infinite to discover what sort of an exist-

ence this is into which he has come. His imagination is

quite as hungry as his stomach. And a.:; tin and again it

is stronger than his other appetites. You can easily en-

gage his imagination in a story which will make him forget

his dinner. He is credulous and superstitious, and open

to all wonder. In this, he is exactly like the savage

races. Both gorge themselves on the marvellous ; and all

the unknown is marvellous to them. I know the general

impression is that children must bo governed through their

stomachs. I think they can be controlled quite as well

through their curiosity ; tliat being the more craving and

imperious of the two. I have seen children follow about

a person who told them stories, and interested them with

his charming talk, as greedily a,s if his pockets had been

full of hon-hons.

Perhaps this fact has no practical relation to gardening

;

V)nt it occurs to me, that, if I should paper the outside of

my high board fence with the leaves of " The Arabian

i
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Nights," it would afford me a good deal of protection,

—

more, in fact, than spikes in the top, which tear trousers,

and encourage profaruty, but do not save much fruit.

A spiked fence is a challenge to any boy of spirit. But,

if the fence were papered with fairy-tales, Avould he not

«top to read them until it was too late for him to climb

into the garden] I don't know. Human nature is

vicious. The boy migbt regard the picture of the garden

of the Hesperides only as an advertisement of what was

over the fence. I begin to lind tliat the problsm of

raising fruit is nothing to that of getting it after it has

matured. So long as the law, just in many respects, is in

force against shooting birds and small boys, the gardener

may sow in tears and reap in vain.

The power of a boy is to me something fearful. Con-

sider what he can do. You buy and set out a choice pear-

tree
;
you enrich the earth for it

;
you train and trim it,

and vanquish the borer, and watch its slow growth. At

length it rewards your care by producing two or three

pears, which you cut up and divide in the family, de-

claring the flavor of the bit you eat to be something extra-

ordinary. The next year, the little tree blossoms full, and

sets well ; and in the autumn has on its slender, drooping

limbs half a bushel of fruit, daily growing more delicious

in the sun. You show it to your friends, reading to them

the French name, which you can never remember, on the

label ; and you take an honest pride in the successful fruit

of long care. That night your pears shall be required of

you by a boy ! Along comes an irresponsible urchin, who

has not been growing much longer than the tree, with not

twenty-five cents' worth of clothing on him, and in five

minutes takes off every pear, and retires into safe obscurity.

In five minutes, the remorseless boy has undone your

work of years, and with the easy nonchalance, i doubt not,

:|
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of any agent of fate, iu whose path nothing is sacred or

safe.

And it is not of much consequence. The hoy goes on

his way,—to Congress, or to State Prison : in either place

he will be accused of stealing, perhaps wrongfully. You

learn, in time, that it is better to have had i)ears and lost

them, than not to have had pears at all. You come to

know that the least (and rarest) part of the pleasure of

raising fruit is the vulgar eating it. You recall your

delight in conversing with the nurseryman, and looking at

his illustrated catalogues, where all the pears are dmwn
perfect in form, and of extra size, and at that exact moment

between ripeness and decay which it is so impossible to hit

in practice. F^it cannot be raised on this earth to taste

as you imagine those pears would taste. Eor years you

have this pleasure, unalloyed by any disenchanting reality.

How you watch the tender twigs in spring, and the freshly-

forming bark, hovering about the healthy growing tree

with your pruning-knife many a sunny morning ! That

is happiness. Then, if you know it, you are drinking the

very wine of life ; and when the sweet juices of the eartli

mount the limbs, and flow down the tender stem, ripening

and reddening the pendent fruit, you feel that you some-

how stand at the source of things, and have no unimpor-

tant share in the processes of Nature. Enter, at this

moment, boy the destroyer, whose office is that of preser-

ver as well ; for, though he removes the fruit from your

sight, it remains in your memory imiaortally ripe and de-

sirable. The gardener needs alF these consolations of a

high philosophy.
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REGRETS u:e idle
;

yet liistory is one Ion- regret.

Every thing might have turned out so differently .

IfRavaillachadnot heen imprisoned for debt, he would

not have stabbed Henry of Navarre. If William of Orange

had escaped assassination by Philip's emissaries
5

^f Franee

had followed the French Calvin, and embraced Protes ant

Calvinism, as it came very near doing towards the end o

the sixteenth century; if the Continental aniinunition had

not given out at Bunker's Hill ; if Blucher had not "come

up" at Waterloo-the lesson is, that things do not come up

unless they are planted. When you go behind the his-

torical scenery, you find there is a rope and pulley to ef-

fect everv transformation which has astonished you. it

^vas the rascality of a minister and a contractor five years

before that lost the battle; and the cause of the defeat wa.

worthless ammunition. I should like to know how many

wars have been caused by fits of indigestion and how

many more dynasties have been upset by the love of wo-

man than bv the hate of man. It is only because we are

ill informed that anything surprises us; and we are dis-

appointed because we expect that for which we have not

^'7had too vague expectations of what my garden Avould

do of itself. A garden ought to produce one every thing,

-iust as a business ought to support a man, and a house

outht to keep itself. We had a convention lately to re-

solve that the house should keep itseii ;
but it — •

»i-

WUIi L.
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There has been a lively time in our gard«^n this summer ;

but it seems to me there is very httlo to show for it. It

has been a terrible campai^ni ; but where is the indemnity!

Whe^9 art! all "sa^s" and Lorraine 1 It is true that w«
have lived on the country ; but wo diMiro, besides, the

fruits of the Avar. There are no onions', foi one thing. I

am quite ashamed to take people into my garden, an ' have

them notice the absence of onions. It is very marked.

In onion is strength ; and a garden without it lacks flavor.

The onion in its satin Avrap])ings is among the most beau-

tiful of vegetables ; and it is the only one that represents

the essence of things. It can almost be said to have a

soul. You take olf coat after coat, and the onion is still

there ; and, whop the last one is removed, wlio dare say

that the onion itself is destroyed, though you can weep

over its departed s])irit 1

I know that there is supposed to bo a prejudice against

the onion ; but I think there is rather a cowardice in re-

gard to it. I dou1)t not that ail men and women love 11 lo

onion ; but few confess their love. Affection for it ':*

concealed. Good New-Englanders are as shy of owning it

as ihay are of talking about religion. Some people have

'l^yi on which they eat onions,—what you might call

*•
re!, eats," or their "Thursdays." The act is in the nature

of Si religious ceremony, an Kieusiniaii mystery : not a

breath of it must get abroad. On that day, they see no

company ; they deny the kiss of greeting to the dearest

friend ; they retire within themselves, and hold commun-

ion with one of the most pungent and penetrating mani-

festations of the moral vegetable world. Happy is said to

be the family which can eat onions together. They are,

for the time being, separate from the world, and have a

harmony of aspiration. There is a hint here for the

reformers. Let them become apostles of the onion ; let
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them eat and pre ach it to their follows, and circnlatc tracts

of it in tlio form of seeds. In the onion is the hope of

universal hrothevhoo.l. If all men will <
t onions at all

times, they will ''ome into a universal sy thy. Look

at Italy. I hope I am not mistaken as to le cause of her

unity. It was the Reds who preached t.ii -ospel which

made it possible. AU the Reds of Europe, all the sworn

dev.>tees of the mystic Mary Ann, eat of the c^nmon

vegetable. Their oaths are strong with it. It is the food

also of the common people of Italy. All th(. social atmos-

phere of that delicious land is laden with it. Its odor w

a practical democracy. In the churches all are alike:

there is one faith, one smell. '''^'^ entrance of Victor

Emanuel into Rome is only the ms proclamaticm of

a unity ^^hich garlic had alread, .omplished
;
and yet

we, who boast of our democracy, eat onions in secret.

I now see Jiat I have left out many of the most moral

elements. Neither onions, parsnips, carrots, nor cabbages,

are here. I have never seen a garden in the autumn

before, Avithout the uncouth cabbage in it; but my gar-

den gives the impression of a garden without a h(>ad. The

cabbage is the rose of Holland. I admire the force by

which it compacts its crisp leaves into a solid head. The

secret of it would h^ priceless to the world. We should

see less expansive foreheads with nothing within. Even

the largest cabbages are not always the best. Eut I men-

tion these things, not from any sympathy I have with the

vec'etables named, but to show how hard it is to go con-

trary to the expectations of society. Society expects every

man to have certain things in his garden. Iiot to raise

cabbage is as if one had no pew in church. Perhaps we

shall come some day to free churches and free gardens
;

n --.-vi— +i,v'^ij£t}j rjiv tirpfl carden,
when i can show my iieiguuui txir-^agti im^. tii_ - ,_,

at the end of the season, when skies arc overcast, and

i

.,ji*#:.»»M3* «>»*«iB«aB«.t»-t»*''
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brown leaves are swirling down, and not mind if he does
raise his eyebrows when he observes, "Ah ! I see you have
none of this and of that." At present wo want the moral
courage to plant only what wo need ; to spend only what
will bring us peace, regardless of what is going on over the
fence. We are half ruined by conformity

; but we should
be wholly ruined without it

;' and I presume I shall make
a garden next year that will be as popular as possible.

And this brings me to what I see may be a crisis in life.

I begin to feel the temptation of experiment. Agriculture,

horticulture, floriculture,—these are vast fields, into which
one may wander away, and never be seen more. It seemed
to mo a very simple tiling, this gardening; but it opens up
astonishingly. It is like the infinite possibilities in wor-
sted work. Polly sometimes says to me '* I wish you
would call at Bobbin's and match that skein of worsted
for mo when you are in town." Time was I used to

accept such a commission with alacrity and. self-confidence.

I Avent to Bobbin's, and asked one of his young men, with
easy indifierence, to give me some of that. The young
man, who is as handsome a young man as ever I looked
at, and who appears to own the shop, and whof:o suave

superciliousness would be Avorth every thing to a cabinet

minister who wanted to repel ai)plicants for place, says,

" I haven't an ounce : I have sent to Paris, and expect it

every day. I have a good deal of difficulty in getting

that shade in my assortment." To think that ho is in

comnmnication Avith Paris, and perhai)s Avith Persia

!

Eespcct for such a being gives place to aAve. I go to

another shop, liolding fast to my scarlet cIcav. There I

am shoAvn a heaj) of stuif, Avith more colors and shades

than I had supposed existed in all the Avorld. What a

blaze of distraction ! I havo been told to get as near the

shade as I could ; and so I compare and contrast, till the

d

1-

i

a

t

I
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whole tiling seems tome about one color. But 1

settle my mind on nothing. The affair assumes a higu

de-ree of importance. I am satistlc.; Avith nothing but

perfection. I don't know what may liappen li the shade

is not niatcued. I go to another shop, and another, and

another. At last a pretty girl, who could make any cus-

tomer believe that green is blue, matches the shade in a

minute. I buy five cents' worth. That was the order.

Women are the most economical persons that ever were.

I have spent two hours in this live-cent business
;

but

who shall say they were wasted, when I take the stud

home, and Polly says it is a perfect match, and looks so

Pleased, and holds it up with the work, at arms-length,

'and turns her head one side, and then takes her needle,

and works it in] Working in, I can see, my own oblig-

ingness and amiability with every stitch. Five cents is

dirt cheap for such a pleasure.

The things I may do in my garden multiply on my

vision How fascinating have the catalogues of the nur-

serymen become ! Can I raise all those beautiful varieties

each one of which is preferable to the other 1 Shall 1

try all the kinds of grapes, and all the sorts of pears? i

have alreadv fifteen varieties of strawberries (vines)
;
and

I have no idea that I have hit the right one. Must I

subscribe to all the magazines and weekly papers which

offer premiums of the best vines ! Oh that all the straw-

berries wore rolled in^o one, that I could enclose all its

lusciousness in one bite ! Oh for the good old days when

a strawberry was a strawberiy, and there was no perplex-

ity about it ! There are more berries now than churches ;

and no one knows what to believe. I have seen gardens

which were all experiment, given over to every new thing,

iiud which produced little or nothing to the owners, except

the pleasure of expectation. People grow pear-trees at
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great expense of time ani money, which never yield them
more than four pears to the tree. The fashions of ladies*

bonnets are nothing to the fashions of nurserymen. He
who attempts to follow them has a business for life; but

his life may bo short. If I enter upon this wide field of

horticultural experiment, I shall leave peace behind ; and
I may expect the ground to open, and swallow me and all

my fortune. May heaven keep mo to the old roots and
herbs of my forefathers ! Perhaps, in the world of modem
reforms, this is not possible : but I intend now to cultivate

only the standard things, and learn to talk knowingly of

the rest. Of coarse, one must keep up a reputation. I

have seen people greatly enjoy themselves, and elevate

themselves in their own esteem, in a wise and critical talk

about all the choicb wines, while they were sipping a

decoction, the original cost of which bore no relation to

the price of grapes.
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IIHE closing scenes are not necessarily funereal. A
- garden should be got ready for winter m well as

for summer. Wliun one goes into winter-quarters, he
.

wants every thing neat and trig. Expecting high winds,

we bring everything into close reef. Some men there are

who never shave (if they are so absurd as ever to shave),

except when they go abroad, and who do not take care to

wear polished boots in ^.be bosoms of their families. I

hke a man who shaves (n?,xt to one who doesn't shave) to

satisfy his own conscience, and not for display, and who

dresses as neatly at home as he does anywhere. Such a

man will be likely to put his garden in complete order

before the snow comes, so that its last days shall not pre-

sent a scene of melancholy ruin and decay.

I confess that, aftei such an exhausting campaign, I felt

a great temptation to retire, and call it a drawn engage-

ment. But better counsels prevailed. I determined that

the weeds should not sleep on the field of battle. I routed

them out, and levelled their works. I am master of the

situation. If I have made a desert, I at Ir.^t have peace;

but it is not quite a desert. The strawberries, the rasp-

berries, the celery, the turnips, wave green above the

clean earth, with no enemy in sight. In these golden

October days, no work is more fascinating than this get-

ting ready for spring. The sun is no longer a burning

ene"my, but a friend, illuminating all the open space, and

warming the mellow soil. And the pruning and clearing-

away of rubbish, and the fertilizing, go on with something

of the hilarity of a wake, rather than the despondency of

Brt^isi'^ &ai4Aitoi«'.<.*'<**'i»'«e!
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other funerals. When the wind begins to come out ot

the north-west of set purpose, and to sweep the ground

with low and searching fiercenef-s, very different from the

roystering, jolly bluster of early fall, I have put the straw-

berries under their coverlet of leaves, pruned the grape-

.vines and laid them under the soil, tied up the tender

plants, given the fruit-trees a good, solid meal about the

roots j and so I turn away, writing licsurgam on the gate-

post. And Calvin, aware that the summer is past and

the harvest is ended, and that a mouse in the kitchen is

worth two birds gone south, scampers away to the house

with his tail in the air.

And yet I am not perfectly at rest in my mind. I

know that this is only a truce until the parties recover

their exhausted energies. All winter long the forces of

chemistry will be mustering under ground, repairing the

losses, calling up the reserves, getting new strength from

my surface-fertilizing bounty, and making ready for the

spring campaign. They will open it before I am ready

:

while the snow is scarcely melted, and the ground is not

passable, they will begin to move on my works ; and the

fight will commence. Yet how deceitfully it will open to

the music of birds and the soft enchantment of the spring

mornings ' I shall even be permitted to win a few skir-

mishes : the secret forces will even wait for mo to plant

and soAV, and show my full hand, before they come on in

heavy and determined assault. There are already signs of

an internecine fight with the devil-grass, which has

intrenched itself in a considerable portion of my garden-

patch. It contests the ground inch by inch ; and digging

it out is very much such labour as eating a piece of choke-

cherry-pie with the stones all in. It is work, too, that I

k-now by experience T nhall have to do alone. Every man

must eradicate his own devil-grass. The neighbours who
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have leisure to lielp you in grape-picking lime arc all busy

when devil-grass is most aggressive. My neighbors visits

are well timed : it is only their hens which have all seasons

for their own.
.

I am told that abundant and rank weeds are signs ot a

lieh soil
• but I have noticed that a thin, poor soil grows

little but weeds. I am inclined to think that the sub-

stratum is the same, and that the only choice in this world is

what kind of wee-ls you will have. I am not much attracted

^)y the craunt, flavorless mullein, and the wiry thistle of up-

land country pastures, where the grass is always gray, as if

the world were already weary and sick of life. ihe

awkward, uncouth wickedness of remote country-places,

where culture has died out after the first crop, is about as

disac^reeable as the ranker and richer vice of city life,

forced by artificial heat and the juices of an overfed civiliza-

tion There is no doubt, that, on the whole, the rich soil

is the best : the fruit of it has body and flavor. To what

affluence does a woman (to take an instance, thank Heaven,

which is common) grow, with favoring circumstances,

under the stimulus of the richest social and intellectual in-

fluences
' I am aware that there has been a good deal

said in poetry about the fringed gentian and the harc-

beU of rocky distri^ is and waysides, and I know that it is

possible for maidens to bloom in very slight soil into a

wildwood grace and beauty ;
yet, the world through, they

lack that wealth of charms, that tropic affluence of both

person and mind, which higher and more stimulating

culture brings -.-the passion ns well as the soul glowing

in the Cloth-of-Gold rose. Neither persons nor plants are

ever fully themselves until they are cultivated to their

hi-hest. I, for one, have no fear that society will be toa
llt-'j Alt* * V^ ">' V

The only (piestion is about keeping down

ience, that we need
much enriched

the weeds ; and I have learned by exper

new sorts of hoes, and more disposition to use them.
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Moral Deduction.—Tho (Hiroreiice between soil and
society is evident. We bury decay in the earth ; we plant

in it the perishing ; we feed it with cilensive refuse : but
nothing jrows out of it that is not clean ; it gives us back
life and beauty for our rubbish. Society returns us what
we give it.

Pretending to reflect upon these things, but, iu reality,

watching the blue-jays, who are pecking al the purple ber-

ries of the woodbine on tho south gable, I approach the

house, Polly is picking up chestnuts on the sward,

regardless of the high wind, wliich rattles them about her
head and upon the glass roof of her winter-garden. The
garden, I see, is filled with thrifty plants, which will

make it always summer there. The callas about the foun-

tain will be in flower by Christmas : the plant appears to

keep that holiday in^ her secret heart all summer. I close

the outer windows as we go along, and congratulate myself
that we are ready for winter. For the winter-garden I

have no responsibility : Polly has entire charge of it. I

am only required to keep it heated, and not too hot either

;

to smoke it often for the death of the bugs ; to water it

once a day ; to move this and that into the sun and out
of the sun pretty constantly : but she does all the work.
We never relinquish that theory.

As we pass around the house, I discover a boy in the
ravine, filling a bag with chestnuts and hickory-nuts.

They are not plenty this year ; and I suggest the propriety

of leaving some for us. The boy is a little slow to take
the idea : but he has apparently found the picking poor,

and exhausted it ; for, as he turns away down the glen, he
hails me with,

—

" Mister, I say, can you tell me where I can find some
walnuts V

The coolness of this world gi-ovvs upon me. It is time
to go in and light a wood-fire on the hearth.
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